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LIFE AINT EASY
UNH Student Pressures
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e d ito rio l: students u n d e r pressure
A student, like any other person,
braces under pressures every day. Out
side of school jobs replace exams, money
i^ scarce and social anxieties remain a fact
of life. But college life forces Its unique
kinds of tortures on a person.
This edition o f The New Hampshire
examines some of the problems o f stuents, many of which are the problems of
young people generally but magnified by
the unique environment of a campus, and
tries to perceive the roots of the problems.
Why do more than six hundred stu
dents seek emotional help the Counselling
and Testing Center annually? Why do stu
dents do dangerous drugs? Why the night
ly parade to the Shop ‘n Save beer cooler
or the liquor store in Dover? Why the
high rate of suicides among college stu
dents?
The New Hampshire doesn’t Qialm
any answers to these problems, but in
this edition we share with you some of
the Insights our research has allowed us.
News Editor jon Miller found that
the Counselling and Testing Center, the
University’s program to deal with student
emotional problems, served more than six
hundred students last year. Despite the
large demand, the Center remains criti
cally under funded.
Reporter Clayt Schroeder learned
that students help other students In the
Cool-Aid program. Students in Cool-Aid
work on a 24 hour a day basis and wait
for troubled students to call for help.

Staff Reporter Regan Robinson puts
UNH’s dormitories into three categories.
Each category serves or takes its toll on the
student with varying degrees.
Reporter
Peter bteer found that
drinking at one of the local taverns pro
vides a good way for students to socialize
and have fun, and a safe way to release
frustrations. According to Steer, Durham
has no problems with alcoholism.
Reporter Dan Forbush talked to the
not so lucky student who drew number
one in the draft lottery. Freshmen no
longer have student deferments and June
graduates anticipate a letter from Uncle
Sam.
Reporter Diane Des Roches reveals
some statistics on the number o f girls be
coming pregnant at UNH. Larry Rouillard, ecuminical minister at the Univers
ity, and Rev. Charles Gross offer preg
nant girls advice on adoption and abor
tion services.
Reporter Marcie Powers spoke to a
student who last semester attempted sui
cide. The story details that student’s road
to recovery.
The New Hampshire has no pat ans
wers on how to solve the problems o f stu
dent anxiety, but we do have a prognosis:
Class sizes
need to be limited. An adequate advising
program must be found. Mass education
produces mass problems. We must find
ways of putting the human being back in
to the process of education.
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How do you^ plead? - - 'Guilty ’
Recently we learned of a Dr.
Ernst Gruenwald, Dean of the
School of Medicine at Rasimun
University, who has stated that
1) guilt is hereditary, and 2)
guilt is good. While we have
reason to believe that Dr. Gruen
wald, cited in a national publi
cation, is a fictitious character
his thesis raises questions con
cerning the importance of guilt
to UNH students.
How guilty are UNH students?
What role does guilt play in the
success/failure of UNH students?
Who are the students plagued by
the most guilt?
To answer these questions we
decided to find a student typify
ing this degree of guiltiness.Since
the male WASP (White Anglo Sax
on Protestant) is held to blame
for the major ills of society,
especially, l)the troubles of wo

men, 2)all discrimination against
races and ethnic groups in Am erica, 3) religious discrimina
tion 4) the war in Viet Nam
5) poor church attendance, 6)
white collar crim e, 7)the Irish
Question, 8) freckles, and 9) a
whole host of lesser evils, we
decided to find one at UNH. In
short, if anyone knows about guilt,
the WASP does.
To conduct this study, we ven
tured into the pubs of Durham
one night last week in search of
a suitably guilt-ridden UNH stu
dent. It was hard going; the pubs
were dark and crowded, and guil
ty students habitually do not
thrust themselves in the center of
attention, at least not in pubs.
But we found one anjnvay. Tod
Cromwell (name changed to pro
tect the guilty) was slouched over
his beer in a dusty corner of

the subterranean room, and he
looked as guilty as anyone could
be.
Sipping the froth atop a
cheap 30^ beer, he confided in
us his feelings of o v er-ri
ding worthlessness and shame.
*T feel so over-ridingly worth
less and full of shame,” he gri
maced. “ I geel so guilty. I feel
guilty because I never contributed
to the hockey scoreboard fund. I
feel guilty because I habitually
and perniciously take myCokeout
of the vending room in the l i 
brary. Pm not even registered
to vote! Oh, what a weed am
I .”
This, however, was not enough.
We questioned Cromwell at length
to ascertain just how guilty he
was. His qualifications as a typ
ical UNH guilty student were as
follow s:,
(Continued on page 9)
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The pressure p o in t -- C o un se lin g a n d Testing C enter
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By Jonath an Miller
News Editor

UNH students know that college isn’t a fast and
slick ride for four years. They know the anxieties,
tensions, and pressures that are related to compe
tition, social life, finances, grades, the draft and
jobs.
Some students withdraw and others flunk-out be
cause they have not been able to handle the anxi
eties, tensions and pressures resulting. The student
does have a place on campus to get some help if
he really wants it — the Counseling and Testing
Center.
The UNH Counseling and Testing Center, located
on the second floor of Schofield House, offers to
any University student,
counseling, aptitude and
interest tests,
vocational testing, and tests for
graduate school.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE interviewed in a group,
four staff members of the Counseling and Testing
Center. The quartet would not be individually inter
viewed.
All of the counselors have very heavy work loads.
More than 600 students received counseling last
year. Students who want an appointment should plan
to wait at least a week,
Gwen Cffesbro, a counselor in training, views the
role of the Center as the mental health center of
the campus. *‘We’re not a psychological clinic, and
we’re not a guidance office. We have therapeutic
orientation* here...we do psychotherapy.” The Cen
ter doesn’t turn people away who might have ques
tions concerning their major, however.
Dr. Robert G. Congdon, director of the Center
described the kind of problems he thinks students
have when they come to the Center. *The people
that we work with have some temporary impair
ment in their ability to functon, whether this is
social or intellectual or multiplicit in nature. So
that our basic aim in psycho-therapy is behavior
change.” The purpose of psychotherapy, according
to the Center, is to work with students to change
their behavior, in ways which are most meaning
ful to them.
“ Psychological problems of the majority of stu
dents seen ih university counseling centers are e s
sentially developmental in nature,” states the Cen
te r ’s 1970-71 Annual Report. In order to achieve
the desired behavioral change, the Center confronts
the student with positive and negative aspects of his
behavior. By doing so, the student understands his
problem better.
The term “ patient” is never used at the Clinic,
because it doesn’t reflect the model from which they
operate-a behavior model. “ We don’t operate on
a health/illness model. We operate on a behavior
model.
We don’t perceive the student as being
sick ,” noted Chesbro.
Dr. Congdon explained, “ We see the students as
potentially fully capable of being in charge of their
own lives, and that we make a special effort to
deal with our own students in such a way that we
communicate our confidence that they can manage.”
The Center doesn’t want to foster dependency,
but rather to foster more independency, more risk
taking on the part of the student. They encourage
the student to attempt those risks which he may
fear, in order for the student to regain more con
trol over, himself. The therapy is very expe:^ienceoriented.
*
Congdon described the experient-oriented therapy
which the Center uses. “ We put less emphasis on

going back into the individual’s past, and digging
out the origins of his problem or his situation. That
doesn’t mean that we never go back to the past,
but we put less emphasis on that than we do on the
present.”
The second: part of the experience-oriented ther
apy is helping the individual become his own per
son, Congdon said that the word “ adjustment” is
a kind of swear word at the Center. “ I think psy
chology has made a name for itself in term s of
visual concept of the well-adjusted person, which
sort of means that you’re adjusted according to the
way society wants you and expects you to be. Adjust
ment to society’s expectations cut into the indivi
duality of the student.”
“ This allows room for anyone,” said Barbara
Brockelman, the other counselor in training *at
the Center, “ This makes the person most produc
tive, not in someone else’s standards, or society’s,
but in his own.”
Congdon strengthened Brockelman’s thought. “ If
a person is going to be vibrant, more able to be
creative and fulfilled in his own personal life, both
in terms of relationships and! in term s of work, the
person really needs to be as much in touch with
his own feelings as is possible.”
Insight into a problem doesn’t produce behavior
change. According to the staff present at the inter
view, this is one of the big changes which has oc
curred in the field in the last five years. “ I think
we’re very concerned with it here. Not only our
selves, but others in the field have recognized that
insight is not enough. We have to have more. Some
times you need it ( insight), and sometimes it can
be a blind alley ,”
Four members of the Counseling and Testing
Center staff are on academic year contracts. This
means that administrative decisions can’t be made
during the summer.
The Director of the Center, Dr. Congdon, spends
one-third of his professional time as a member
of the psychology department, as does Dr. Kirk

E. Farnsworth, the assistant director of the Cen
ter, Each teaches one course in the psychology de
partment per sem ester.
Dr. Thomas E. Dubois, also a psychologist works
part-time at the Center.
Another staff member who teaches one course
a semester is Dr. Stephen L. Fink. Dr. Fink is
a faculty member of the Whittemore School of Busi
ness and assists in the running of the orientation
and training sessions for Resident Assistant and
Head Residents.
The Counseling and Testing Center is also af
filiated with the Department of Education, Dr. Her
bert A. Hardy teaches a course in that department
each semester.
The Center does have the part-time services
of a consulting phsychiatrist. Dr. Gerhard Nothmann. However, much of his time is spent pro
cessing temporary admissions to Hood Housq with
drawals from school for medical/psychological rea 
sons for chemotherapy, and for referrals to psy
chiatric hospitals.
X
Testing at the Center is under the direction of
Kathleen R. Beckingham. She is also the local ex
aminer for the Educational Testing Service, Prince
ton, New Jersey . Beckingham administers all of the
tests at the Center, which include aptitude, and inter
est tests, vocational, and tests for graduate school.
A relatively new addition to the Center’s staff is
Dr. Peter Cimbolic, with part of his job being the
part-time liason psychologist at Hood House. Co
operation between Hood House and the Center has
improved considerably over the past few years. Stu
dents now may be admitted to Hood House for one
to three days of rest and observation, which great
ly adds to the available options of working with
students.
Dr. Cimbolic’s position as liason serves several
purposes. F irst and foremost, it is one of commu
nication, not of ultimate responsibility. He is usual
ly readily available for consultation with the phy
sicians and nurses concerning students being treated
for psychological reasons on an in-patient basis.
He also serves as a consultation source for Hood
House’s physicians, concerned with the possible psy
chological ramifications of the medical treatment of
students.
Dr. Cimbolic teaches the nursing staff caring for
“psychiatric’’in-patients the proper methods. Being
around Hood House enables him to give the Center’s
counseling interns experience in a medial setting.
Each staff member of the Center who is con
nected with a department has from two to five
students each semester on independent study, A
student in the course can choose from a list of
12-15 topics. If study at the Center is desired,
the topic must have a clinical or therapeutic em
phasis.
Another recent innovation at the Center is a Coun
selor Education program, in connection with the
Education Department. This is for graduate stu
dents going for a doctorate in counseling.
The Counseling and Testing Center, like almost
any other department or office at the University, is in
fincncial straights. Its clerical staff of three persons
plus part-time student help had “an overwhelming bud
get for the psychologists of the Center is 15 to 16 thou
sand dcJllars below the national average for the same
number of equally certified psychologists. “If we don’t
get the money soon, we are going to see a process of
attrition in the next three to five years. This means
that we might lose some of our best people. ”
By merely deciding to come to the Center, Farns(Continued on page 5)

Kirk Farnsworth, assistant director, and Robert Congdon, director o f the Counseling and Testing Center.
_________________
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C o o l-A id :

o h o t I ine fo r students to help students

by J . Clayton Schrocdcr

Exams have you down? Need a medical referral
or birth control information? Are you.just plain lone
ly? There*s a place on campus with a cool atti
tude,.*a cool approach. It^s Cool-Aid,..and organiza
tion for you, comprised of people like you. If CoolAid canH help you out, it will try to find someone
who can.
Cool-Aid has been around since March, 1970, It
is an official corporation operating a telephone and
personal referral service for anyone with just about
any problem.
It is people, non-professionals, a ssistingother people in seeking competent aid in coun
seling for their physical and mental well-being. Ad
vice and referral organizations are near-by: Coun
seling and Testing in Schofield House; Clergyman’s
Council on Problem Pregnancy with two ministers in
Durham ready to help; Hood House and hospitals in
Dover and Rochester; and birth control groups. The
list is growing.
Cool-Aid can be classified as a confidential re 
ferral service, but it encourages as much personal
contact as possible , Ginger Christie and Peter
Armstrong are Cool-Aid’s two coordinators. They
speak with enthusiasm and confidence. Ms. Christie
explains, <‘We don’t discourage personal contacts, A
lot of organizations do. We invite people in to rap
and help them feel at ease.”
Armstrong agrees, ” I like talking on a personal
basis, even though some professionals disagree. But
as far as unprofessional counseling is concerned,
we’ve talked about it and recently got it together
and decided to stick primarily to referral;^,”
Cool-Aid takes every telephone call seriously.
Even pranksters or chronic callers have a problem.
And each call is handled differently. ” Some can be
dealt with directly,” Ms. Christie said, ” and we
can counsel them. You can tell by how their con
versation changes tone that their problAn is easing.
After talking out the problem, we start talking about
other things like music or dream s.”
Thirty-seven members are voluntarily finding time
to keep Cool-Aid going 24 hours a day, seven days
a week, twelve months a year, inqluding vacations
and holidays. The office is located on the first foor
of Devine Hall, facing the defunct East-W est Halls.
It is a single room...a sanctuary, with that ” livediu” look. On five-hour shifts, one or two members
remain in the office to rap with people in person
on one of five telephones.
According to Peter Armstrong, Cool-Aid is unique
because it has not only a local telephone hot-line
(868-5600) but also a state-wide WATS (Wide Area
Telephone Service)line. The WATS line number is
800-562-8208, and can be called from anywhere
in the State, toll-free. Cool-Aid WATS line is pre
sently being paid for by Project REACH in Roches
ter. Project REACH wants its own hot-line eventu
ally, but for now it advises people from the Roches
ter area to call Cool-Aid’s hot-line, which is one
of several hot-lines in New Hampshire cities in
cluding Hanover , Dover, Concord, Portsmouth, and
Nashua,

‘T felt like when your heart goes to
your throat and, at the time, my hands
were shaking. I could tell by the person’s
voice that it wasn’t a prank call When a
person is hurting, you can tell. He trans
mits the pain right through the phone.

Since Cool-Aid is a non-profit, non-political, non
sectarian, non-religious, pro-people organization, it
relies on donations for its sustenance. At this time
money is no problem. Donations from local church
groups, civic organizations, and UNH students in
dorm-to-dorm canvasses have enabled Cool-Aid to
operate effectively.
The experience of helping someone solve a prob
lem
can be therapeutic for both parties involved.
But it can also weigh heavily on Cool-Aiders at
times. ‘ ‘Some people get too involved,” Ms. Christie
cautioned, “ You can get really depressed listening
to people’s problems. T here’s not much a member
can do as far as physically changing their prob
lem s,” The membership changes often.
Wayne Draper has been a member of Cool-Aid
since the Fall of 1971. He explained that most calls
come from people seeking help for problem preg
nancies, drugs, or birth control information. But
Draper vividly remembers the suicide call he r e 
ceived: ” I felt like when your heart goes to your
t;hroat and, at the time, my hands were shaking. I
could tell by the person’s voice that is wasn’t a prank
call. When a person is hurting, you can tell. He
transmits the pain right through the phone. It goes
right to you,” Wayne talked with the person for
more than an hour, and the “ caller began to feel
b etter.” He continued, “ If a person is calling up
and says he’s going to commit suicide, he really

doesn’t want to. He wants help.” In all cases, CoolAid suggests meeting face-to-face to talk it out.
How did Draper discover Cool-Aid? “ It just hap
pened that a friend of mine said he was going to
a training meeting and I went along,” said Draper,
“ It really needs people to keep it going, and I had
some time to devote.”
In order to deal with others, the members of CoolAid work at knowing each other. Periodically, as
many active members as possible get together on
a “ retreat” to let everybody interact outside the
office situation. These retreats often become train
ing sessions for new members. Ginger Christie said
role-playing is an integral part of the training pro
cess, ‘ T o initiate new members, we role-play.
Old members call in a problem and the new member
deals with it. They know it’s practice, but prac
tice is important. Role-playing goes on all the tim e.”
Cool-Aid trains each new member by fam iliari
zing him with the five telephone lines, the referral
files, and the handling of people’s problems in per
son or by phone, “ It’s not as easy as picking up
a phone and saying ‘Hello,’ ” Ginger said. “ It’s
a changing process. We often bring in professionals;
counselors, doctors, clergymen, leaders of birth
control groups, to advise us and keep us up to date.”
Last year, according to Armstrong, Cool-Aid han
dled a great number of drug ca lls, trip -calls. “ We
did a lot of trip-sitting. We made it known we were
a c risis line.. This year, in contrast, we’ve sort
of played down trip-sitting.”
Cool-Aid handled
a greater variety of calls this year; grades, drugs,
dating, parents, suicide, problem pregnancies, exams,
loneliness, the draft, runaways, legal hassles.
Cool-Aid , too, has had itsL own share of legal
hassles concerning its non-professional attempts at
professional counseling and its handling of juveniles.
The organization is in a rather delicate position
and is criticized by people who aren’t familiar with
it. According to Armstrong, “ People complain be
cause of some of our marginal legal tactics. We
don’t intend to do that, but sometimes we get in
deeper than intended. We have to be careful with
juvenile problems, with runaways. If a kid runs to
us, we’d like to think we could offer something.
Armstrong added, “ We’re a fragile organization.”
Have people made friends with Cool-Aid? Has
Cool-Aid helped? Ginger Christie opened a file cabi
net and said, “ A lot of people have written or come
back to say thanks. This is what keeps you going.”

Hot lines to Cool-Aid
photo by Wallncr

Tensions fe lt by fo re ig n students
by Priscilla Cummings

“ When I came here I thought I spoke English
but in one of my first classes a teacher asked me
if I was a southpaw. I said, ‘No, I’m a Brazilian.’ ”
As a foreign student on campus, the transition to
an English-speaking campus was only one hurdle
that faced Marcos Desouza, a native of Rio de Janiero.
Although a number of foreign students drop out
each year because of a difficulty with English, lan
guage is not the dominant adjustment problem for
all those new to the country. Others find the fast
pace of American life a bit baffling. “ People seem
to be always in a hurry,” said Tsering Yangdon, a
recent graduate from Tibet.
The foreign students find themselves grouped to
gether upon their arrival here. The first residence
for the majority of them is International House, a
ramshackle white building on Garrison Avenue.
Since most of the foreign students tend to be
shy,^ the Americans living in the same dorm make
it their business to see that they are put at ease
with benevolence and the answers to their con
glomeration of questions.
Ms. Yangdon, who lived there for three years, ap
preciated the way International House was geared
for the foreign students and noted its advantages
over “a dorm like Stoke where it would be up to
you to go and make friends.”
But International House does not solve the ad
justment problem and can even be disillusioning.
“ The Americans in I. House are not representative
of all Americans,” said Patrick Camusat, a junior
from France.
“ And I find the Americans are not
interested in the students at I. House. We are re 
sponsible. We are supposed to go to them. I think
the situation should be reversed.”
A new and different educational system also poses
an adjustment situation.
Although many students
noted that the system here is more liberal and that
they liked the contact between student and professor,
there were and still are some perplexing problems.
“ My first difficulty was to keep up with the pace,”
.said Mudumbai Venkatesh, a junior majoring in
chemical engineering. “ If you don’t keep on your
toes and do your homework, you’re done. In India
we had only one exam a year that covered all the

material. You could goof around all year and no
one would c a r e .”
Juan Antonio Ayala, a graduate student in elec
trical engineering, noted the education system here
“ demands a lot. In technology they’re a very con
servative group of people—really concerned about
grades.”
Ayala, who comes from El Salvador, Central
America, is under a kind of moral commitment to
return to his country after graduation. He finds he
is faced with “the differences between the United
States and El Salvador.” Is it the same to be an
electrical engineer in both places? “ When you learn
something here you learn it in English,” he said
and went on to explain that there will be a prob
lem in finding the Spanish equivalents of certain
technical term s learned in class.
Another question that continually crops up in
Ayala’s thesis writing is whether his studies at UNH
will be relevant at home. “ Right now people here
are concerned with facing things by computer. At
home they are not going to ask for these kinds^of
people.”
Outside the classroom and beyond the books lay
still other adjustments.
For some, the dining at
Stillings was not exactly a unique and delightful
culinary experience. Particularly for students from
the Far East who were accustomed to spicy foods.
During her first year here, Ms. Yangdon carried
a bottle of tabasco sauce with her to the dining
hall each night.
Venkatesh, who does all his own cooking now des
cribed one of his typical dinner dishes - - “ green
peppers, curry powder, tobasco sauce, hamburgand;
maybe some fruit. We never had desert at home.”
Social life was yet another area that had to be
tackled. “ I find it’s very easy to make a friend here
but it’s a very different kind of friendship--very
superficial,” said Camusat.
“ American girls and guys have many hangups,”
he continued, “ they’re emotionally unstable. Think
ing, to them, is associated with calculation and there
is a lot of Irrationality. Here, you talk about your
self. It’s very hard to have an intellectual conver
sation with someone.”
Ayala stressed tliat “people are always trying to
emphasize the fact that you are a foreigner. They
(Continued on page 5)
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Dorms: the evo lu tio n o f a campus life style

Students who have spent 18 years
growing up in private homes in a soci
ety that emphasizes personal posses
sions are deposited in dorms at college
where the philosophy is closer to slack
socialism. Sharing is the expected and
necessary mechanism for getting along.

photo by Pcnhalc

by Regan Robinson
Staff Reporter

Each evening as classes end and the dining halls
close, more than 4000 UNH students return to dor
mitory rooms all over campus expecting a little
peace, some quiet study time, or sleep.
What they find is different: stereos blaring, voices
screaming, crowded bathrooms, the smell of burning
Chef Boy-ar-Dee spaghetti, a game of hall hockey
in the second period and their friends.
Freshmen are expected to live in dorms, at least
for the first sem ester, unless they commute. Com
ing from a private home, the student arrives at
the dorm joining a family larger than any he or she
has ever known. The new family is different in an
other way since the members are all of the same age
group.
Students who have spent 18 years growing up in
private homes in a society that emphasizes personal
possessions are deposited in dorms at college where
the philosophy is closer to slaiTk socialism. Sharing
is the expected and necessary mechanism for getting
along.
As new dorms are built, a number of students dis
cover the, difficulties that arise from sharing one
television, or one refrigerator, or two showers, or
even one room.
The most recently built dorm. New Hall, which
opened this fall boasts a 90 percent freshmen and

transfer student population. Living in New Hall, they
are experiencing the latest result of dorm evolution,
this homo sapien of the residence hall kingdom.
Fairchild Hall on Main Street, built in the early
years of this century, is Durham’s example of the
Java man in dorm evolution. The ivy covered hall
remains useful and even enjoyed by students who ap
preciate antiquity. What it lacks in modern appen
dages and modifications, it makes up for with ade
quate historical interest. Rumor explains that F a irchild and its period playmates--Hetzel, Scott, and
Smith Halls--will never house men again because
the foundations could not withstand the heavy tread
and trounce.
The Neanderthal period in dorm building occurred
during the middle 1960’s and the eight-story Stoke
Hall was constructed. An inscribed plaque inside the
front lobby states that the dorm is named in memory
of Harold Walter Stoke, University president from
1944 to 1947. It is no honor to the man’s memory
now; as one student described the dorm, *Tt is
like living in a prison.”
The sim ilarities to a prison, or to what one ima
gines a prison would look lik e , are striking. Sec
tioning off the halls are heavy security doors, di
viding the long corridors into cell blocks. The hall
ways are uniformly wide and long, with dull-white
walls and dirty linoleum floors. Around the elevator
doors, a psychology student might study the visihle signs of frustration.
The painted doors are
scratched with names and graffiti illustrating the
anger of impatient students at frequent elevator
breakdowns.
A notice on a Stoke Hall bulletin board reads,
“ All furniture taken from the main lounge on the
first floor must be returned at once; unless we have
immediate response, a room check will be neces
sary. Those who ignore this notice will be billed
for hiring workmen to carry the furniture down.”
The student seems to react criminally to the dorm.
A former Stoke resident for two years, Ed Lancey, calls his new home in New Hall “a mountain
retrea t.” The differences between the mountain re 
treat around the corner from Christensen, and
Fairchild and Stoke are obvious physical ones that
have more abstract emotional benefits.
The dirty linoleum is replaced with wall-to-wall
carpeting, and the long hallways are detoured and
narrowed in New Hall. Like Stoke, each floor in
New Hall has a lounge but unlike Stoke, the lounges
have furniture in them.
A Stoke resident explained that each floor could
decide what to^do with its own lounge, and since

Foreign students have problem s too
(Continued from page 4)
are interested if I’m going to stay and if I am, then
I’m regarded as competition. So, I really have to
tell them that I’m going back to my home coun
try. Then they say, “ Great, have a beerl”
Vivat Bulsuk of Thailand, better known as “ Bond”
to his friends, feels he has adjusted to the system
and jovially expressed his approval of the Amer
ican dating system.
Camusat concurred but added, “ A lot of girls
say they like to be treated equally, but I’d like to
meet a girl who is really liberated.”
The 150 foreign students on campus were con
sidered and accepted along with out-of-state students
and therefore must pay the same tuition price. For
many, financing their education is a primary prob
lem. A problem that is compounded by unprece
dented tuition hikes, immigration laws and economic
situations at home.
“ Unless a foreign student comes under the spon
sorship of some program, there is rarely any fi
nancial help for him the first year,” said Raymond
E. Matheson, Foreign Student Advisor.
Immigration laws prohibit students from working
their first year in this country, and thereafter, only
part time work is allowed. If the students can find
a job, that is. Jobs are particularly hard to come

by because of the foreign students’ peculiar bind.
Ayala soon discovered that employers on campus
hired “ only people on work study. I can’t work on
work study,” he said, “ because I’m not an American
citizen,”
Some foreign students can’t even depend on Mom
and Dad to come through in a crucial period. “ India
is a poor country and my parents are not allowed
to send any dollars out of the country,” said Venkatesh.
Some feel they have “ made a mistake” in coming
to UNH because of the financial situation but a gen
eral consensus reveals most are glad they came
here for their American education.
Many indicated the feeling stated by one student
that “ the foreign student program is a great oppor
tunity for Americans to relate and see how other
people react and feel. It makes them more openminded. These days when you are concerned about
foreign policy, it’s important.”
Finally, when suitcases are dragged out of the
dusty storage rooms, laundry is gathered up and
students stream towards home, vacations become
something else the foreign student must cope with,
Durham, bereft of its pupil population is left strange
ly empty and void of life. As one student, who will
have spent four years here without a visit home,
said, “ Vacations are terribly lonely, but we just
can’t afford to go home.”

photo by Hendrick

his own floor had decided nothing, the furniture
was snatched for individual rooms.
Fairchild’s ancient electrical system restricts the
use of hot plates, and two burners serve the dorm
of over 100 coeds. New Hall has a modest kitchen
ette on each floor and refrigerators are available.
Private phones were introduced on campus a few
years ago and the New Hall rooms are equipped
with them. In Fairchild and Stoke two phones serve
the entire floor.
Resident assistants, a dorm feature for many
years, are being phased out and replaced by Hall
Managers. The Hall Manager’s duties are directed
towards the physical upkeep of the dorm, not ^t
assisting the students, Christensen, which no lon
ger has floor RA’s, displays a hastily made poster
on one floor that reads, “ Welcome to Christensen
8-A. This is your floor. Please keep it clean,”
RA’s were re-instated in New Hall this semes
ter, partly due to the makeup of the dorm. Lancey
chuckled and said there have been a few keg par
ties in the lounges and somebody did throw a cigar
ette machine off the fourth floor, but he added
that it is nothing compared to Stoke, “where there
is blood on the w alls.”
Believers in Darwin’s theories of evolution must
see that the end is not yet reached, neither for man
npr dorms. The trend points to greater individu
alism and to the development of student apartments as
the superman species.

(Continued from page 3)
worth pointed out, is actually the beginning treat
ment. “ The person has taken the responsibility to
do this, and it has taken a lot of courage to do th is.”
Most students who go to the Center for counsel
ing are told about its services from friends who have
been there. Resident Assistants, Head Residents, or
faculty-advisors. The Center keeps these people ad
vised as to what is being offered, people to see,
and specific times.
The Center estimates that it sees in individual
sessions 10 percent of the students a year. Some
students may only visit it once, while others may have
20 or more sessions. Dr. Congdon estimated that 20-25
percent of the students who graduate each year
have some form of contact with the Center at some
time in their college years.
The Counseling and Testing Center wants to go
beyond its walls, out into the community. “ We feel
that our ultimate success is to help design a
community or an environment that is healthy so that
the students won’t need^ a counseling center.” This
takes on many forms. The Center is continuously
striving to better equip those in contact with stu
dents on a daily basis, the RA’s, the Head Resi
dents, faculty and staff of the University, to deal
more competently with the students’ needs. Ideally,
the student won’t have to turn to an expert.
“ We find ourselves wanting to down-play the role
of the expert, and to up-gi^gide the strengths of the
people out there--the students.”
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Campus services o ffe r a d vice to p re g n a n t women
she said of the experience, “ Money
was my biggest hassle. Friends chipped in
and an old friend offered to drive me,
which was a big help.

by Diane Dcsrochcs

Hundreds of girls on this campus have or by the
end of the semester will have been pregnant. Many
of them are freshmen.
One sophomore girl interviewed became preg
nant the first semester of her freshman year. Af
ter missing her second period, she called CoolAid and they suggested she go to Dr. Galt of Do
ver for an examination. She did, and he sent, her
to Dover Hospital for a pregnancy test. She re 
ceived the results the same day. When she heard
they were positive, she felt afraid and alone. Un
fortunately the father was not the kindest of men
and he felt the best thing would be to visit “ somi^
people^^ he knew in Portsmouth who would help her
for less money. She said no and called Cool-Aid
again. They gave her names of different medical
centers and recommended Monsey Medical Center
in New York. She called the center and they asked
for general information and gave her an appoint
ment for three days later.
She said of the experience, **Money was my biggest
hassle. Friends chipped in and an old friend of
fered to drive me, which was a big help. Everyone
in the clinic was friendly and tried to make you
feel at ease. I had a few minor complications, but
ever 3^hing is fairly simple otherwise. You just have
to come to the decision that this is something you
have to do. I do know that I could never go through
it again,”
She was strong enough to get through it alone,
but it seems that many girls suffer needlessly. This
was last year and since then more counseling se r
vices have developed.
Reverend Larry Rouillard and Reverend Charles
Grosse represent the Clergy Consultation Service
in Durham. I asked Rev. Rouillard what he says
to a pregnant student who comes to him for help.
“ I begin by asking if she has considered all the
options and if the father is aware that she is preg

nant and whether or not he participated in the de
cision. I will discuss with her how she feels about
having thp abortion and try to help her with any
emotional problems. If she has definitely decided to
have an abortion, I send her to the Institute for
Reproductive and Sexual Health in NYC.”
The clinic in New York is independent and non
profit and commonly known as Women’s Services.
It was founded by Harold Moody, a minister in Wash
ington Square. The emphasis is on the care of the
whole woman, medical care for her body and con
cern for her emotions and morale. The cost of the
abortion is $125,
On an average. Rev. Rouillard counsels four to
five students per week on pregnancies. In the spring
most of them are freshmen and in the fall it is
mostly seniors. He also receives referrals from
clinics. He feels it is important that a girl who thinks
she is pregnant take action immediately, because
chances of hemorraging between 12th-16th week in
crease to seven to 10 tim es, and after the 16th week

On the average. Rev. Rouillard coun
sels four to five students per week on preg
nancies. In the spring most of them are
freshmen and in the fall it is mostly seni
ors.

a salign abortion is necessary, which is more dan
gerous and painful.
Rev. Rouillard will help a girl who wishes to
have her baby and put it up for adoption get in
touch with the closest Family Service Center. He
will also marry couples. Rev. Rouillard feels there
is a definite need for a health clinic in Durham
that deals with contraception, sex education, preg
nancies, and general body health.
Professor Wright teaches Biology 409, a popular
sex course. He is concerned about the students and
is willing to give advice when he can. Although
he doesn’t counsel pregnant g irls, he will help them
get in touch with the Pregnancy Counseling Service
in Boston. Their trained counselors talk with the
girl. The Service does help in adoption cases, but
85-90 percent of the girls get abortions. Before
abortions were legal in New York, Wright saw on
an average one pregnant girl a day.

He also feels that there is a need for a clinic
in Durham, but because of public feelings it may
be awhile in coming.
Hood House is one of the most criticized facili
ties on campus, but it has changed some policies.
There was a stigma around Hood House that pre
vented any student from going there for personal
problems. The dread fear that a phone call would
be made to let the parent know that their daughter
was pregnant or wanted birth control kept many
away. It is unfounded. There is complete confiden
tiality between doctor and patient.
This fall Dr. Cilley visited the dorms and talked
about the services offered at Hood House. Students
can get the Pill and an internal examination at Hood
House for the cost of the lab fee, $5, and the cost of
the P ill. If a girl comes to Hood House and thinks
she is pregnant she will be given an examination
and if the results are positive she is referred to
either Rev. Rouillard or Rev. Grosse for counseling.
Because this is confidential, girls should make use
of the service before they get pregnant.
Cool-Aid is the best known service that helps
pregnant girls. They have - moved to the bottom of
Devine Hall and their new number is 22293, If
a girl calls and thinks she might be pregnant, she
is referred to a doctor for confirmation. If she
is pregnant, Cool-Aid refers her to either Rev.
Rouillard or Rev. Grosse. Cool-Aid asks each girl
to come back and tell them about the experience
so they can relate it to other girls who are preg
nant and feel alone. Everything is confidential.
Another form of counseling on campus is the com
mercial referral services advertised in newspapers.
Last July, New York investigated these referral
services and found many of them fraudulent and closed
all commercial referrals in New York. THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE no longer prints the advertisements be
cause of their credibility. It is best to avoid such
organizations and instead go to any of the before
mentioned people.

Hood House is one o f the most critisi2ed facilites on campus, but it has changed
some policies. There was a stigma around
Hood House that prevented any student
from going there for personal problems.

Th e one lo tte ry th a t costs n o th in g to enter
by Dan Forbush

*‘Out of three hundred and sixty-five, how the hell
can I be number one? I mean, I’ve never been num
ber one at anything in my whole life ...”
Carl Hepworth is one of the winners of the Nation
al Draft Lottery held February 2, Born on March6 ,
1953, his RSN (Random Selection Number) is 1.
Carl will be among the first to be inducted if the
draft continues into 1973.
‘ T hit the roof when I found out. The first thing
I though about was Viet Nam. I didn’t sleep at all
that night. All I could think was, ‘What am I going
to do?”
A lot of young men born in ’53, particularly those
with RSN’s below 50, are asking themselves the
same question. They know they can’t be inducted
until 1973, but after that, unprotected by student
deferments, their futures depend on their RSN’s,
“ ‘Join the reserv es,’ my friends told me. ‘Join
ROTC!’ One of my friends said, ‘Get a good lawyer.’
Another told me that, if I do go in, I should try
to become a physical therapist. I don’t know what
I’m going to do. Right now I’m not going to do any
thing.”
Ms. Lydia Willits, a draft counselor familiar
to many potential draftees on the UNH campus, says
the alternatives open to those born in 1953 are
“ very, very few.” One might consider, she said,
becoming a divinity or pre-med student. Both are
exempt from the draft, although pre-meds fall into
the “ doctor’s draft” separate from the Selective

Join the r.eserves,’ my friends told
me. ‘Join R O TC !’ One of my friends said,
‘Get a good lawyer.’

Service. While no minister can ever be drafted,
a doctor risks induction until age 35.
Those bent on neither the medical nor m inister
ial profession may want to apply for classification
as a conscientious objector. Ms. Willits says the
C.O. status is easier to obtain now than ever be
fore, due to a ruling made by the Supreme Court.
No longer must one receiving the C.O. classifica
tion have his pacifist convictions based on religious
belief. Moral grounds alone are sufficient.
One can alway hope he’ll flunk his physical,
though failing this exam will become increasingly
difficult in the future, according to Ms. Willits.
Though the regional quota system, in which every
local draft board had to induct a certain number of
youths, no longer exists, Ms. Willits doubts if the
zeal the boards have for inducting has abated. “The
military influence is strongest in the South and Mid
w est,” she said. “This is where trouble is run into.”
The final alternative is resisting the draft—never
showing up for the physical or induction. This tac
tic has been resorted to with increasing frequency
in the last couple of years. Many resisters have
never again been bothered by their draft boards.
Others, of course, have been jailed.
Paul St. Hilaire was born the day after Carl Hepworth, on March 7. By an outrageous coincidence,
his RSN is 2. “ It just stunned m e....I’ve scheduled
a physical with my doctor next week. I have a list
of things that might get me out. If he doesn’t think
any of them will. I’ll probably enlist in the Air
Force...I have to assume they’re going to keep draf
ting.”
No one has been inducted since December , 1971
due to Nixon’s withdrawal of troops from Southeast
Asia and Europe, and to Congress’ cutback in the
size o r the armed forces. However, it is assumed
that the Army will begin inducting again in April,
will continue to induct through May and June, then
cease for the Presidential campaign. Potential draf
tees RSN’s 1 through 50 are being “ preprocessed” - having their physicals--though no one is actually be-

The final alternative is resisting the
draft—never showing up for the physical
or induction. This tactic has been resorted
to with increasing frequency in the last
couple of years.

ing drafted.
The more who pass their physicals, the lower
the draft ceiling will be, and the easier someone
with an RSN o f, say , 75 will breathe. If a relative
ly small number pass their preprocessing, the ceil
ing will rise , perhaps as high as RSN 100, according
to a draft counseling group Ms. Willits has met
with in Boston.
In the unlikelihood of its being passed, the Cranston-Hatfield Amendment to the Military ’ Procure
ment Bill now in the Senate would revoke the P re
sident’s power to induct by June 1. Though its pas
sing would not mean the death of the Selective Ser
vice, affecting only one sentence in a massive volume
of laws concerning the subject, it would spur the
development of the all-volunteer force Nixon wants
by 1973.
Though seniors graduating in June are only a cou
ple of months away from losing precious student
deferments, they at least will have their diplomas
if drafted. The situation of many freshmen on the
nation’s campuses, if not as immediate as that faced
by their uppergraduate schoolmates, is equally se r
ious. They are the first of their generation to be
denied student deferments. Until now, no one in the
eight years the War has been waged has faced the
possibility of being drafted midway through his edu
cation.
Perhaps no male born in 1953 will ever be drafted.
By next Jamiary the all-volunteer Army may be a
reality. But realiring they may never be called only
adds to the uncertainty of those with low RSN’s
“ I think a lot about the draft,” says Paul St,
Hilaire. “ It dominates my mind,”
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A tte m p te d suicide:

a cry fo r help?

alizations about the attitudes and behavior of sui
cide attempters and drug abusers.

by Marcic Powers
guess in the end it was an accumulation of
things that brought me to do it. I couldn't do a paper
I had due that day, and that was the proverbial straw
that broke the cam el's back,
“ I spent the semester feeling excluded, lonely even
though I was constantly surrounded by a lot of people.
I wasn’t doing well academically. I was so far be
hind. And I didn’t know my roomate that well. I
guess I felt trapped in a set pattern. Each day was
like the one before it.
*‘So, I decided to escape. The only way I knew
how was to kill m yself.”

‘‘1 spent the semester feeling excluded,
lonely even though I was constantly sur
rounded by a lot o f people. I wasn’t doing
well academically. So 1 decided to escape.
The only way I knew how was to kill my
self.”
Chris is one of the two UNH students known to
have attempted suicide last sem ester. Psychologists
at the Counseling and Testing Center say the num
ber of suicide attempts here has leveled off since
the 1963-64 academic year when the figure peaked
at 14. Six attempts were reported the following year,
six in 1967-68 and eight last year.
The Center’s psychologists, extremely cautious
about using the term ^‘attempted suicide” because
of its connotation, prefer what might appear to be
a euphemism: self-inflicted injury. The term s are,
however, quite different. They argue that it is a l-

“ The suicide attempter, by his very act, shows
his dissatisfaction with society and the wish for
change, in his environment.‘’Like the drug abuser,”
the report reads, “ the method he chooses for change,
or escape, is a method resulting in social disapproval.
The serious attempter is rejecting the possibility
that society has anything beneficial or of value to
offer him. Thus, the social undesirabilitvLand patho
logical deviance is sefen in these two groups in their
attitude toward society, their behaviors, and their
methods’for control.”
<^iiris’ method of control was 25 yellow stomach
pills. “ I took what was left over of a prescription
I had been given (by Hood House) earlier in the
semester for a possible ulcer. Now that’s a really
fine statement: I was so tense all semester tliat I
practically gave myself an ulcer.
“ There were 25 pills le ft,” Chris explained, “ and
I figured that even if they didn’t kill me, they would
knock ine out pretty w ell."
“ I set them out on my desk, forming a Christ
mas tree with them, one on the top, then two, three,
and so on until the bottom row had six. The re 
maining four formed the trunk. I
them two at
a time, and then, waited to get sleepy.” It was about
2:30 a.m.
Chris woke up five hours later at 7:30 a.m. “ Was
I mad! It was just another failure, but I went back
to sleep immediately and woke again at 10:30. I
went over to Hood House and saw Dr. Howarth.” '
Chris, weak and tired, was in a daze. “ But I
will never forget the demoralizing remarks he made
to m e.”
“ After I told him what I had done, he scolded

ne was just being really cra ss, but I just couldn’^
feel any emotion,”
In an interview this week with Director of Health
Services at Hood House, Dr. Charles H. Howarth
pulled out last year’s report and said there were
seven drug overdoses, or what he called attempted
suicides. Howarth said the number was minimal this
year. “ I’ve only seen one.”
“ None of these were really serious suicide at
tempts. What happens here has been more of an
attention-getting mechanism to get help, to get peo
ple upset without doing yourself in ,”
Howarth explained that Health Services and the
Counseling and Testing Center work very closely
together. He said his job is only to take care of the
medical problem, and that someone from the Center
sees a suicide attempter immediately thereafter.
How does the Counseling and Testing Center deal
with attempted suicides? “ Very carefully,” replied
one psychologist. “ We take it seriously,” he added.
“ even if it’s a verbal threat.”
Not all self-inflicted injury cases come to them
from Hood House, they noted, and.spme they never
know about. “A lot of suicidal^ gestures are han-

“ I realize now that I never intended to
kill myself,” reflects Chris, “ but only to
find a solution to my problems by letting
someone know about them. I couldn’t tell
anyone about them because 1 was too embaressed about my failures.”
died within peer groups.”
“ If we do get involved, if the individual is going
to stay in school, we get them into therapy which

"Because Cool-Aid was there when I needed
fhem^ I am here today"
Cool-Aid has no statistics on the number of UNH
students who attempt to take their lives. Its volun
teers are only familiar with the verbal threats of
suicide or the “ I don’t feel like living anymore”
kind of comments. After a phone is hung up they
have no way of knowing what happened--unless the

January 18, 1971
To Cool-Aid,
I awoke this morning feeling em pty,
alone and very sorry for myself. I had a *
problem that had been bothering me for a
long time and I was tired o f living with it
so I was seriously going to kill myself.
But first I decided to call Cool-Aid so
that I would know that at least one other
person would know that I was about to end
my existence. It didn't matter to me who it
was, just as long as it was another human
being. I called and a guy named — answer
ed. I believe his last name is
or something
like that. Well, we talked and I gave him a
hard time because I felt as if he really didn't
care and then I hung up on him very ab
ruptly. Afterwards, I thought about what
ways uncertain whether suicide was truly the intent
of the person. It is often designed to communicate
something else, they say, most often a gesture or
cry for help.
“ I realize now that I never intended to kill my
se lf,” reflects Chris, “ but only to find a solution
to my problems by letting someone know about them.
I couldn’t tell anyone about them because I was too
embarrassed about my failu res.”
There is no simple story, no simple formula which
represents in a nut shell the problems and pres
sures of persons who attempt to take their lives.
They are all different, and none of the campus psy
chologists would offer generalizations about the be
havior, attitudes, pressures or problems of college
students who attempt suicide--except that depression
usually isn’t enough.
They insist that suicide is not isolated behavioui,
“ The whole life style of a person can be suicidal,”
one maintained. Severe addiction to a drug is sui
cidal behavior, explained another. The idea, they
said, is self-destruction. Others offered sky divers,
race car drivers and alcoholics as examples of per
sons having suicidal life styles.
A recent study co-authored by UNH'psychologist
Peter Cimbolic does, however, include some gener-

caller tells them.
'The following letter,
reprinted with Cool-Aid’s
permission, describes what happened after one UNH
student called Cool-Aid and threatened to commit
suicide.

he had said to me and one thing he said is
Still ringing in my ears, '‘Just before you de
cide to kill yourself, ” he said, “ would you
call Cool-Aid back and leave a message for
telling him that all he said to you
went in one ear and out the other so that
he can feel like killing himself,'' Well I
thought about this and how a total stranger
really seemed concerned and this helped me
to see a lot o f things in their true perspec
tive.
So I would like to thank Cool-Aid for
being there when I needed them. Because
Cool-Aid was there, and because — was
there, I am here today. Everything is truly
beautiful now. Thank you Cool-Aid and
Thank you -----...I wish there was more I
could say, from...just a girl looking through
a new window..

me and said, *That was a stupid thing to do.’ I was
so tired I couldn’t J a e l anything. I just said, ‘Yeah,’
,and put my head down.”
“ Then he callea a nurse to find out what I had
taken. He sat there figuring on a piece of paper.
I don’t know how much time passed but he finally
deduced that ‘It would have taken three times that
much to kill some people.’ ”
“ He asked me how I felt and I said, ‘I feel tired

There is no simple story, no simple for
mula which represents in a nut shell the
problems and pressures of persons who at
tempt to take their lives. They are all dif
ferent.
and my stomach hurts.’ He said, ‘Your stomach
should never hurt with what you took.’ ”
Chris said Howarth then spoke on the telephone
with a psychologist at the Counseling Center. Chris
was still in the room, “ He (Howarth) kept saying
I ‘allegedly’ took 25 pills. I knew how many pills
I took,” Chris said emphatically.
“ He told the j)sychologist that I claimed to be
tired but that I didn’t look tired to him, I knew that

they have resisted up to then,” they agreed, “and
only if they want help, only if they consent to it,”
The common denominator, they said, is that the
individual gets in touch with someone to whom he
or she can yerbalize the problems and pressures
which led to the self-inflicted injury.
“ Dr, Cimbolic from Counseling and Testing reall^jr
helped me over the first few days,” continued Chris,
“Once I knew that I could actually try something
like this, it was more alluring. Only I knew if I ever
did it again, I would make sure that there would
be no chance for survival.
“ The doctor came in (to Hood House) and talked
with me about why I had done it. It was really a
relief to talk to someone who hadn’t been involved
in all of the same problems when I was.
“ It was pretty easy to be honest with him, and
he wasn’t critical of me. In fact, he helped me see
positive things about myself.
Chris saw the psychologist for a second time.
“ He asked my what was good about myself. I could
only think of one thing—that I was affectionate, but
Ihe told me it was a hard question to answer.
“ I’ve seen him a couple of other times and he’s
given me some really good things to think about.
I’m going over to drop-in sessions in the Counsel
ing
Testing Center now, at his suggestion.”
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From the other side o f the b a r
by Peter D. Steer
Each afternoon at 4:30 the television in the Keg
Room is switched from Mike Douglas'to The Three
Stooges. People begin drifting down the stairs almost
in rhythm to the strains of Three Blind Mice, the
Stooge’s theme song, and take their seats at the bar
or at a table nearby.
They say, ‘‘Give me a light, Dave,” or “ Give me
a dark,” and Dave Trace fills the mugs and brings
them their beer. Dave watches the people as well
as the television, the management encourages full
glasses and enjoyment,
Dave Trace is twenty-nine. He graduated from the
Naval Academy the year before Roger Staubach,
whom he knew through his roommate. In the Navy,
he became a chopper pilot and later a test pilot,
He is waiting to hear from five med schools. After
graduation, he will re-enter the Navy.
If there is any word to describe him, the word
would be discipline. When you talk with him, he
looks right at you. His answers are direct, to the
point, and good-humored. His black hair would have
been regarded as long in 1962. Today it is short,
and does not have enough of the modish length to
hang over his collar. He keeps in shape by playing
basketball two or three times a week.
I asked him if he thought there was a student;
drinking problem. He replied, “ If you mean genu
ine alcoholics, no. At least I have never seen them
here.”
Trace continued, “ Drinking here is mainly a way
to release inhibitions. Then there is the excuse,
‘I was drunk.’ People that come in here don’t have

a physiological need to drink. They don’t drink in
the morning, they aren’t waiting in line when we
open up at 11 o’clock.”
“ Beer is a social thing; it’s the socially accepted
thing to do. Nobody sits in their room or apart
ment and drinks beer day in and day out just to
get drunk. True alcoholics aren’t going to be drink
ing beer. It costs too much.”
“ But there are some heavy drinkers around.
There’s one couple that comes in once or twice a
week at four o’clock and they sit and drink until
closing. They each have about twelve or fifteen frosties. The girl is really attractive, and she gives the
appearance of having her stuff together. The guy is no
Theta Chi. But the both of them handle their boo^e
pretty well, so I have no complaints there.”
“ There are also your fraternity and sorority
types. Some of them come in for the hockey games
or the Three Stooges. They all come in for chuckles
and they are certainly not averse to drinking*
The closest that you might come to an alcoholic
here is one girl that comes in at one in the after
noon and stays until closing. She is a senior and
in elementary education, and is really screwed up.
She is trying to mother this guy who has a wife
and three kids. They come in for the hockey games
and sometimes for the Stooges. Most people come in
groups. Nobody comes in just to get shit-faced,”
Three Blind Mice sounded again as Dave went to
serve another beer. One of the regulars was ex
plaining to a newcomer that the next two reels would
not be as good as the first. “The Stooges made mo

vies from the thirties to the sixties and there were
two replacements for Curley. One was Shemp, who
wasn’t too bad. But when it came to Joe, both Moe
and Larry were in their seventies. The old. gags
just didn’t have it anymore. Most of the latest.
flicks grafted into the newer ones. They’re reaUy
bad.”
Dave returned and continued, “ It seems to me that
the average student doesn’t have the emotional esiperience to get screwed up drinking. Drugs, yes,
but drinking, no. They all go on benders once in
awhile in periods of depression, but there is nothing
habitual about it. Like I say, it ’s mostly for chuckles
now. But that isn’t to say that later they won’t be
come alcoholics.”
Dave’s view was affirmed by Dr. Hardy of the
University Counseling and Testing Service, Dr. Har
dy said, “ We have had no student alcoholic cases
that I know of. There are no facts or figures on
this sort of thing because there is no real pres
sure for the student alcoholic to come. In most
cases, alcoholics seek help because they have been
pressured by their wives or employers.”
Hardy said, “ Although some of my student friends
say that students have switched from drugs to beer,
there is nothing of alcoholic proportions.”
Dr. Farnsworth agreed, “ Drinking beer is equated
with the college experience.
It’s a release from
boredom. There is always a social aspect to it. It
has something to do with the campus. The campus
is large and theie is little contact with the profes
sors, the dorms are large and impersonal, there
is no sense of family. It’s loneliness, and it makes
the school a carpet-bag college,”
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A thletics:

a source o f problem s an d p i eosures

byD anForbush
*4t’s a treat being a long-distance runner, out in
the world by yourself with not a S9 UI to make you
bad tempered, or tell you what to do...’^
—smith, the cross country
racer in Allan Sillitoe’s
V
^‘The Loneliness of the
Long-Distance Runner,”
Tom Dowling and Bruce Butterworth sacrificed full
athletic scholarships to run at UNH, Dowling trans
ferred here three years ago from Kent State; But
terworth left Northeastern last sem ester. Both are
tremendously dedicated to their sport, which is run
ning distances from one mile on a j track to five
on a cross country course, to twenty-six on the
streets of Boston. ' Both left their universities, for
feiting a year of athletic eligibility, to escape the
scholarships that drew them to their school in the
first place.
Dowling is the marathoner. His eligibility for com
peting in college sport ran out last year but he’s
still attending classes at UNH, making the best of
a student deferment. On the morning of April 19,
the spectacled Dowling will toe a starting line in
Hopkinton, M ass., and with a thousand fellow runners
begin that spectacular of amateur athletics called
the Boston marathon.
Dowling’s greatest problem at Kent, where he
was a one and two m iler, was his coach, ” a twenty
year Navy veteran” named Doug Raymond.
“ Things really came to a head between us in
the fall of ’68 , my junior year. Everything was going
pexiectly—I was training hard and running really
well.. There was an athletic banquet—you know, soc
cer and football players and cross country runners
getting together for a big banquet. Two of my team
mates and I left early to go to an SDS teach-in.
Not a rally, just a gathering of students and pro
fessors wanting to discuss the war, Raymond found
out, and the next day told me to cut my hair, shave
my moustache, change my glasses, or pack my bags.”

“ I believe I actually had a nervous
breakdown that winter as a result of
my running. I lost all interest in the
sport, got F ’s on all my exams. I
couldn’t quit because I needed the
scholarship.

“ I was
really scared. I was going to Kent on
a full athletic scholarship and was* afraid I’d lose
it .”
* T believe I actually had a nervous breakdown that
winter as a result of my running. I lost all interest
in the sport, got F ’s on all my exams. I couldn’t
quit because I needed the scholarship. Somehow I
pulled together enough to finish with C’s on all my
finals. But I wrote Coach Sweet at UNH, telling him
I wanted to transfer, and asking if I might get some
kind of scholarship.”
Sweet replied that he would welcome Dowling
to UNH but could offer no scholarship the first year,
and was pessimig^;ic about the following year as
well. The chances of any trackman getting a full

(Continued from page 2)
■1) he is a New England WASP
derived from an ancestor who piloted the Mayflower
lifeboat,
2) a knee-jerk Republican, 3) a former
staunch supporter of the Viet Nam War, 4) re 
pressed sexually, 5) healthy, 6) fat, 7) tall, 8) la
zy, These we list in order of importance.
By the time we had dragged this much information
out of Cromwell, he was deep into his fifth beer
(so he told us: the way he avoided our eyes, he may
have had more.) He was slowly spiraling into an
introspective “ infinite regression,” so we labored
to bring him out again,
“ Why are you guilty?” we asked.
Cromwell dug his face into the brew, then looked
at us through the side of the mug. Suds splashed
out onto the table.
“ Because,” he said finally, his face white with
foam.
“ Because why?” we persisted.
“ Because, because, because,” he said, and started
reciting the numbered guilt list over again.
“ But tell us why you are guilty, deep down.”
We, of course, were looking for signs of an un
resolved Oedipus complex.
“ Because, that’s why,” he said, signalling for
another beer. “ Play it again, Sam ,” he yelled, and
others turned in their stools and stared at us. The
girl beside him moved over another seat.
We abandoned this line of questioning.
“OK,” we said, “that explains why you are guilty.
Now, tell us how long you have been guilty.”
“ Since,” he
and pushed his nose into the
new beer.

athletic scholarship at UNH are mightly slim. Di
rector of Athletics Andy Mooradian says the big
three UNH sports--hockey, basketball, and football—
are considered first. Athletes recruited in those
sports are encouraged to double up in the spring.”
“On rare occasions we will give a scholarship
to the truly, exceptional track participant—for in
stance, Je ff Bannister and Gary King. We will give
runners sums of $500 to $700 as ‘token scholar
ships,’ a little more freely.”
Dowling left Kent in June of 1969, having just
completed a dismal outdoor season. The miler who
had run a 4:09 the previous spring could do no bet
ter than 4:29 a year later. He quit running for six
months. Then he decided to become a marathoner,
“ I developed a new philosophy. I stopped keeping
a training diary, measured out a 14 mile course
and ran that everyday. I would not even let myself
think about doing another workout before or after
running the course. I had had it with the pressure
of running,”
Dowling entered Boston’s Patriot Day extravagan
za, finished in a respectable 2 hours, 59 minutes.
He stayed in shape that summer by running in aa U
road races throughout New England. That fall, eli
gible to compete for UNH, having served out the
year of ineligibility demanded by the NCAA of any
transferring athlete, he became the cross country
team’s first man, “ He was the guy everybody looked
up to ,” recalls teammate Fred Doyle.
Paul Sweet’s coaching philosophy was a dramatic
and welcome change for Dowling who, like all his
runners, has nothing but praise for the man. “ Coach
Sweet treated his athletes as individuals, people to
know personally, I was especially impressed to
see him working with those of least talent most.
He showed everyone his interest was truly in the
old saying, ‘It’s not whether you win or lose but
how you play the game.’ ”
Most of the New Hampshire state high school
track records Dowing set as a schoolboy from Warner
would still be standing had Bruce Butterworth, the
prep sensation from Hampton, not smashed all but
one, Tom’s 4:17 outdoor mile. Two years ago, UNH
Dffered Butterworth a free, four-year ride through
ts curriculum. So did Northeastern, along with a
superior track team. Butterworth went to Boston.
“ Two weeks after I got th ere,” Bruce recounts,
“ I knew I should have gone to UNH in the first place.
I was doing everything I didn’t want to do. The fi
nancial pressure was always on me. I had to do
what I was told or I’d lose the scholarship. It was
like a professional sport.”
“ And the environment--in the middle of Boston-was terrible. The first time I ran there I was going
up Columbus Avenue toward Franklin Park with Dave
Goldsmith, who’s from Keene, at about 6:00 in the
evening. We were approached by a group of Co
lumbus Ave, natives, I guess you’d call them, and
we got sticked, stoned, and egged. This went on
and on. 1 hated going up there “every day.”
“ I started getting injuries. I got a stress fra c
ture in my foot from running so tensely all the
time. I was not getting much sleep.”
“ My Hreshman coach was Everet Baker, commonly
known throughout New England a s ' ‘th^ Animal’ for
his disregard of the individual runner. He was an
expert at making up Sunday morning workouts. If
I wanted to go home for the weekend he’d have a
way of talking me into staying, I missed a couple
of weekend workouts and it didn’t go over too well—
to say the least. We had a computer relationship—
“ Since when?” we asked.
He did not reply, but only dipped his longish fin
gers into the beer, then sucked on them.
We abandoned this line of questioning also.
Cromwell, a tow-headed, short-haired junior, was
clearly an excellent example of a guilty student.
“ What effect has your guilt had on your career
at UNH?” we asked.
^
Cromwell was busily swirling the foam of another
be^err'and-Avithout'looking up, scowled, “ What is this,
a God-damned-I didn’t mean that--a doggoned thirddegree?^^^
Finally, nonetheless, we got him to talk. It turned
out he was carrying a triple-m ajor, had a 3.7 grade
point average, had been nominated for captain -of
the snow-sailing team, was rewriting his second
novel, sold magazines on campus, was president of
two isociaOorganizations, and had a part-time job
managing a Seacoast Area MacDabble’s Hamburg
joint.
“ So you se e ,” he said, “ I’m a dad-blamed fail
u re.”
We professed amazement at this.
“ I’m spending my parent’s money by being here,
but I am not getting a 4,0, haven’t sold my novel,
haven’t sold—any magazines, was not elected capt'ain, the social organizations are both deep in the
red,
and
MacDabble’s
is
hated by environ
mentalists,”
“ We’d say that’s still doing better than most UNH
students,” we said.
“ That’s even w orse,” he hooted, “ what right do
I have to do better than other students? After all,
UNH is easy.”
“ Huh?” we reparted.

he’d tell me what to do and I’d do it ,”
Butterworth’s best times at Northeastern were lit
tle better than what he had been running in high
school. His fastest two mile of the indoor season
was the 9:20.3 that is the UNH field house fresh
man record, and a 4:16.4 mile, both remarkable
performances for a college freshman, but not what
Bruce felt he was capable of doing. Though he
became increasingly dissatisfied with his life at
Northeaster, it was not until the 1971 cross coun;ry season that Butterworth decided to transfer
:o UNH.
“ After a poor race against BC, I saw Coach Co
hen, He called me up and said, ‘Come on over, I
want to talk to you,’ Cohen is known for being very
influential in the financial aids department and with
runners’ professors. He is a very arrogant sort
of person. His system is it— period.”

“ I told him I hated Boston and
the school and he said, testing me, ‘If
you hate it that much, why don’t you
transfer? Y o u ’ll have the same prob
lems anywhere you go. Your trouble
isn’t the school. It’s your attitude.’

“ Anyway, he asked me what 1 was going to do.
‘You’re not doing your job,’ he said, ‘You’re a quit
te r .’ ”
“ I told him I hated Boston and,■V
, the school and he
said, testing me, ‘If you hate it that much, why
don’t you transfer? You’ll have the same problems
anywhere you go. Your trouble isn’t the school.
It’s your attitude,’ ”
“ I said that was good advice. ‘I’m going to trans
fer to UNH and prove you wrong,’ I told him. I went
back to my room and wrote Coach Phillips, telling
him I had had enough of Northeastern and wanted
to transfer to UNH.”
A look at a few of the times Butterworth has
run indoors this season indicates to what extent
he has proved his former coach wrong. Though scor
ing no points for UNH because of his “ red -sh irt”
status, Bruce ran an 8:58 two-mile against MIT
two weeks ago and last week, running the mile in
addition to the two, came up with a 4:15.4-9:12
double against Tufts.
“ Coach Phillips and Larry Martin (assistant
coach) are fantastic. They leave a lot to the indi
vidual. They care about what you think. Both par
ticipated in sports recently, Phillips in the hammer
and Martin in the distances, and they know what
the situation i s .”
•‘I think the athletes at UNH are ‘true’ athletes.
They’re out there running because they want to run.
At Northeastern, virtually every point scorer has
a scholarship and most of them run because they
have to stay in school.”
^
“ Running means everything to m e --it’s my whole
life. It is complete happiness as long as I’m in the
right environment. I put so much time into it, the
conditions have to be right...I came to New Hamp
shire because it met all the conditions of good run
ning.”
“ UNH is easy,” he explained, “ so everyone should
do as well or better than I do, but most don’t. What
right have I? Besides, I let my folks down by not
getting into Dartmouth.”
“ Hmmm,” we hummed, searching for a change
in the topic. “ How about your dating habits?”
Cromwell shouted “ play it again Sam” again, and
another beer was forthcoming. He looked at me,
and grinned sloppily, “ I’m beginning to feel it ,”
he snickered. “ I can tell when I feel it, because
my lips and eyebrows get numb.”
“ Your dating habits,” we repeated.
“ Not a habit,” he said. “ I haven’t had a date since
Crazy Suzy last year. I tried to do it with her. Oh
did I,try to do it with h er,” he grinned.
“ So she wouldn’t go out with you again,” we ad
vanced.
“ Oh, she’d go out with me all r i g h t h e said,
“ But that’s the thing: what would my mother think
of me dating Crazy Suzy?”
At that point the loudspeaker over the bar blared,
“the pub is closed,” and Cromwell jumped up.
“ Gotta go,” he said.
“ Literally or figuratively?” we asked, having our
selves sampled some beer.
“ Ho, ho” he said, “ You cracked a funny. Not
a very funny funny, of course.” He turned and
staggered up the stairs.
Cromwell paused midway up the stairs and disjointedly swiveled his head around. “ Have you no
shame?” he asked.
We frowned at this comment, put on our old Army
jacket, finished our beer, and resolved that we did
have shame. That done, we wandered out into the
dark, bleak, accusing night. .
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th a sports scon©
Dick Gilley

He’s more than a navigator
by AUan Chamberlin
Staff Reporter

*‘Dr. Cilley is a man who has
devoted nearly all his free time to
the athletic program at UNH, be
cause of his deep interest in
student-athletes/’ said Athletic
Director Andy Mooradian of the
part - time team physician,
‘‘Without men like him our pro
gram would have trouble main
taining its present level.”
Dr. Richard D. Cilley came
to UNH seven years ago as a
Hood House doctor. Mooradian
mentioned to him soon after his
arrival that he would like to
have a doctor travel with the
athletic teams. Cilley accepted
the offer for traveling with the
hockey team even though he had
never seen a hockey game.
Cilley, a native of Concord,
N.H,, graduated from Tufts in
1949 and the Boston University
medical school in 1953, After
graduation he went to the Hart
ford Hospital for his internship.
He completed his junior residen
cy in medicine in 1955 and went
into private practice in Windsor,
Conn.
A year later the Loomis School,
a private boys’ school in Windsor,
hired him as a part-time school
physician. Cilley stayed at the
school for a year while continu
ing his private practice.
In 1966 his brother Herbert,
who is the assistant superinten
dent of properties at UNH, told
Dr. Cilley that the Hood House
was looking for someone and he
took advantage of the opening.
Within a few weeks after a r 
riving in January, 1966, Cillej
started traveling with the hockey
team. Through parts of seven
seasons he has missed just
three UNH hockey games. Over
the same time he has traveled
sporadically with the UNH foot
ball squad.
One of the first trips that Cil
ley went on with the hockey team
nearly had adisastrousbeginning.
On the way up to Colby the
road seemed unushally bumpy,
so the bus driver pulled off the
road and discovered that one of
the tires was very puffed up and
about to burst.
This might have been taken as
a bad, omen, but Cilley has con
tinued to go with the team be
cause he, “ likes the change. It
is not as frantic a pace as at
the Hood House and I get to see
difff^rent nlaces.”

URI drops
Cat wrestlers
The Rhode Island wrestling
team defeated New Hampshire
31-6, before a gathering of about
50 fans at the Lundholm Gym
nasium last Wednesday,
UNH finished the regular sea
son at 3-6,
The visitors set the pace of
the meet by sweeping the first
nine matches.
Freshman Russ
Walters picked up the only points
•ior_the hosts in the final match
of the evening.
Walters, the former Wildcat
freshmen
football strongman,
deftly pinned his Ram opponent at
0:45 of the second period.
The UNH wrestlers compete in
the New England championships
this weekend.

All the time Cilley puts in
with the teams is his own time.
If he is traveling during the time
that he is scheduled to be
working, he has to make up for
those missed hours.
Ms. Nason, the superintendent
of nurses at the Hood House,
calls Dr. Cilley, “ a very plea
sant man who is always co-op
erative and easy to work with.”
“ In a program that does not
provide for a team doctor as
such, Dr. Cilley is simply ir r e 
placeable,” former head football
coach Jim Root said. “ By his
actions and presence he has
shown his willingness andconcerr
for our student-athletes.”
“ Without a guy like Dr. Cil
ley who is willing to give up
his free tim e,” Root continued,
“ I do not see how wecouldsurvive in a contact sport.”
“ Doc comes down here to prac
tices after work to check on
things and ask us how things a r e ,”
this season’s hockey captain Dick
Umile said. “ He takes us guys
to eat at his home during the
year and he brings things from
his own house to fix up the lock
er room and training room. He
goes out of his way to make you
feel wanted and shows a lot of
concern when you are sick ,”
Since he has travelled to more
of the hockey arenas around the
area than anyone else at UNH,
Dr. Cilley is the navigator of the
bus trips.
Dwight Aultman,
UNH’s head trainer, pointed out
that he also acts as a tourguide
some of the time.
Aultman related, “ Once we
were traveling the old road
through Vermont as we were
headed towards Middlebury Col
lege. The Ottoquechee River runs
along US Route 4 and forms the
Queehee Gorge. As we were go

ing over it Doc said, “ ‘and
noW ladies and gentlemen on your
left is the Quechee Gorge’ in a
perfect tour-guide voice.”
Gilley’s greatest breakdown as
a navig^or came two years ago
following a game in Potsdam,
N.Y, against Clarkson College.
The team ate its post-game
meal right in the town before
starting on the two-hour ride back
to Lake Placid where they were
to spend the night.
As the bus headed out of town,
Cilley gave the driver directions
to follow to get back to the
hotel. Cilley then fell asleep so
when the bus came to a fork in
the road the driver took a sharp
right instead of the slight turn
to the right that he should have
taken.
At 12:45 a.m ., 45 minutes af
ter the team had left Potsdam,
a sign came into view up ahead
of the bus. It read: Potsdam 7
miles. Over the past two years
Dr. Cilley has taken quite a rib
bing over this mistake that cost
the team almost an hour of
sleep.
Dr. Cilley does not panic in
tough situations. This past fall
he was in an automobile acci
dent that totally damaged his car.
He came away with just a few
bruises and a cut lip. He calmly

Dr. Richard Cilley: “a very pleasant man”
photo by Wallner

to do with the accident, but he
was on the bus headed home
from St. Lawrence in 1967 when
a snowplow ricocheted off a guard
rail and clipped the front of the
bus. The vehicle managed to make
it down as far as Burlington be
fore the driving snowstorm be
came so intense that continuing
was not possible.
“ The snow was coming down

sat down and stitched up his own
bleeding lip.
Trips to Middlebury have been
more than tours. On the ride
home from the small town five
years ago, the bus literally slid
sideways down the side of Pico
Peak.
The state of Vermont seems
to have a monopoly on the in
cidents involving Cilley-theNavigator. He did not have much

(Continued on page 11)

P ro vide n ce upsets W ildcats^ 5 -2
Defenseman Allen Evans scor
ed a pair of goals and assisted
on a third to lead Providence
College to a 5-2 upset victory
over New Hampshire before 3000
fans in the Rhode Island Au
ditorium Wednesday night.
The win enabled the F ria rs to

Lowell downs UNH
gymnasts
Lowell Tech defeated the University gymnastics team 103-85
in the first annual John Takesuye memorial meet at Lundholm
Gymnasium last Friday, UNH finished the season at 0-6,
In ceremonies after the meet. Wildcat gymnast Roger Ander
son received the first Takesuye Award, given to the outstanding
senior gymnast by the Sophomore Sphinx,
Takesuye, a member of last year’s gym team, died in a swim
ming mishap at Hampton Beach last May.
And^son, a M orrisville Pa. native, easily won the side horse
event Friday!. Chuck Shoemaker ( long horse) and Jim Gornall
(rings) captured UNH’s other firsts against a deep Lowell squad,
Down To The Bare Minimum

“ We were down to the bare minimum of perform ers,” Coach
Lou Datilio said after the meet. with'only five men, we lost be
cause of depth alone.”
Gornall, sideline for seven months with a broken leg, returned
to win second place in both the parallel bars and the side horse
although he was unable to dismount on his weak leg,
‘T still can’t land on it or put any running pressure on the leg,”
Gornall said, “but I’m really pleased.”
On March 4, the UNH gymnasts travel to MIT to compete in
the New England College Tournament. They will be without Captain
Hal Rettstadt, who left school this semester for financial reasons.
“ Frankly, off our past efforts we should be tabbed about last
in the tournanvent,” Datilio admitted.

SEND TODAY FOR
FREE CATALOG ON

YO U R SEMESTER
AT SEA
Academic Credit.
Financial aid available.
WCA, Chapman College, Box CC11, Orange, Cal. 92666

avenge an earlier 8-2 setback
at the hands of the Wildcats back
on Feb. 12 in Durham. UNH is
now 10-5 in Division I, dropping
below Harvard back into fourth
place. The Wildcats are 16-8-0
overall.
Providence spotted UNH a 1-0
lead at 14:05 of the first period
when Bill Beaney’s long shot
broke through F ria r Goalie Brian
Reynolds’ catching glove and
dropped into the net.
The F ria rs evened the score
three minutes later when Ken Ri
chardson knocked in a rebound
after Bob Smith had made a fine
stop off Dave Kelly.
Evans scored his first of the
evening at 9:09 of the second
period when he rolled the puck
into the vacated corner after
Smith had come out of the net
to attempt to clear the disc out
of trouble.
T erry Blewett drove a 35footer which deflected off a de

fenseman and into the net three
and one-half minutes later to
draw the game even again, but
Evans scored his second goal of
the night on a screened drive from
the right side at 16:33, and the
F ria rs never trailed after that.
PC added a pair of scores in
the final period. The Wildcats
were playing up close in an at
tempt to get back into the game.
This gave the F ria rs an'oppor
tunity for several two-on-one and
three - on - two man breaks
which resulted in the two
scores.
John Martin deflected in a pass
from Evans at 6:42, and then
Gerry Leschyshyn salted the con
test at 18:37 when he went in
alone on Smith, completing a twoon-one break.
The key to the victory was the
ability of the F ria rs to check the
Wildcats very closely, especially
the first line, which was shut
(Continued on page 11)

At last... contraceptives
thrsughthe
privacy oF the mail.
Whether you live in a big city with its crowded drugstores, or in
a small town where people know each other so well, obtaining
male contraceptives without embarreissment can be a problem.
Now, Population Planning Associates has solved the problem
. . . by offering reliable, famous-brand male contraceptives through
the privacy of the mail. Popular brands like Trojan and Sultan.
The exciting pre-shaped Conture. The supremely sensitive Prime.
And many more. All are electronically tested and meet rigorous
government standards of reliability.
We’ll be glad to send you our free illustrated brochure which
describes the products and services that we have been bringing
to 10,000 regular customers for nearly two years. Or send just $5
for a deluxe sampler of eighteen assorted contraceptives—(three
each of six different brands)—plus our brochure. Money back if
not delighted!
Please rush the following in plain
package:
□ Mini-sampler containing 3 as
sorted condoms, plus illu stra te d
brochure, just $1
□ Deluxe sampler containing 18
assorted condoms (3 each of 6 d if
ferent brands), plus illustrated bro
chure, just $5
n Illustrated brochure only, 250

Population Planning Associates
105 North Columbia, Dept. FF
Chapel Hill, N.C. 2 75 14
nam e
a dd ress

state

c ity
zip

F

I enclose payment in fu ll under your money-back guarantee.
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Cilley
(Continued from page 10)
so hard, we could not even see
the huge metallic exit signs un
til we were right next to them,’'
Cilley related.
The next day the bus needed
an extra five hours to thaw out,
so the players were left in the
Sheraton Motel with very little
to do. The motel had a sauna,
bath, so some of the players,
including Dave Sheen, a senior
on the squad, used it.
Somehow the other players
convinced Sheen to go through a
doorway that turned out to be
an outdoor exit.
Sheen was then locked out and
left outside in the below -zero
weather with nothing but a towel
around him. The stipulation for
his re-admittance was that he
sing “ Silent Night, Holy Night,”
After much profanity and a few
lines from the hymn, he was al
lowed back in the building.
“ There are not too many of
his kind around,” said hockey
coach Charlie Holt of Dr. Cil
ley. “ He is not just a good
doctor, but also an advisor to
the players and coach. His ad
vice is not limited to the phy
sical condition of someone e i
th er,”
“ He has a quiet and unassum
ing manner,” Holt continued. “ He
is always there to do things such
as carry the sticks from the bus
to the locker room before a
game and then taping them to
gether afterwards and returning
them to the bus. He is an in
tegral part of our program and
he certainly has my confidence
and he must have the confidence
of the players,”
“ i like to identify with the
team and feel as though I am
part of it ,” Cilley commented.
“ The more I work with it, the
more involved I get, and the lon
ger I stay here the more winloss conscious I become. I ce r
tainly enjoy the fact that we have
a winning record.”
“ It is really hard to pick out
my greatest thrill connected with
the hockey program,” Cilley
said. “ Before this season it would
have to be the 7-0 victory over
Michigan Tech and winning of
the Great Lakes Invitational
Tournament in 1969.
“ As a single game the Tech one
is probably the most thrilling,
but that week last month when
we beat Clarkson, St. Lawrence
and Harvard rates right up
there,” he concluded. “ It’s al
ways nice to beat BU, too.”

Providence

THE LISTENING POST
All C RECORDS o o
All D RECORDS
oo
now
Through Sal. Feb. 26

O XYG EN
an original rock band
Paul Bergeron: organ/vocals - rock/blues/classics
Ralph Boisvert: guitar/vocals - vintage rock
Tom Bergeron: percussion

-

lifted from a symphony orchestra

availible at

Oxygen
is available for March bookings
contact David Stone, Kappa Sigma: 8 6 2 -1 2 8 8 or 868-7 717

CONTRARY TO POPUUR BELIEF

ATO
WILL BE HERE NEXT YEAR

(Continued from page 10)
out for the game. Providence did
not do this at Durham^ earlier
this month, a s the Gray line
Icombined for four scores,
Reynolds, who looked very
sharp in the final period, finished
up with 22 saves. Smith kicked
out 19 shots in the UNH goal.
The Wildcats will close out
their home slate with Colgate
University at Snively Arena to
night.

WILL YOU

MCCLOSKEY
On Monday, February 28,
Congressman Paul N. McCloskey, Republican candidate
for President will speak in
the Multi-Purpose Room of the
MUB at 3:30 p.m. All inter
ested students and faculty are
invited to come.

BE A PART OF US?
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If you’ve been wanting
to do something to cheer up
those less privileged than you
but haven’t known what to
do or how to do it, we can
solve the latter part of the
problem for you.
Any musicians willing to

THE LISTENING POST
All C RECORDS ,»9 q o
All D RECORDS
OO
now ^ 0 .0 0
Through Sat. Feb . 26

donate their services for free
concerts (at their convenience)
at the State Hospital (or poss
ibly S.I.S. and State School
in Laconia) please call Martha
at 742-6752.
If you have any other
talents you’d like to donate
don’t hesitate to call.

MIA

ChmmQTA

file Dtnner
f l . l S ||
^ The Bucket —* $4.t6 ^
The Bun^.? —
S

Let your problems be solved
by experts. Our repairwork
guarenteed 100% Call or
stop in today
also
a fine selection of VW’ s
to choose from.
Sales & Service
58 Portsmouth Ave
Exeter N.H.

I

|| Dover •

YW OWNERS

7 7 2 -3 6 0 0

BLAKE

Rotary ^

TO TAKI our

Fo r i i f o r H a t i o i
O ld f r e t
p r tg o a ic y

¥

c o o o s tliig

Hartke

48 Third SlTHt

at the University of
New Hampshire

Dover. N .R
Tei 7424XMa-.7«MB

Call Collect

a bright
new man

Mon. 4:30 p .m .-9:00 p.m.

Sun—Thurs 11:30 a.m.-9;00 p.m.

(215) 878-5800

Fri—Sat 11:30 a.m .-l:00 a.m.

FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
“No senior c itizen ' should
between medicine and food.”

have

to

choose

Portsmouth, N.H.
“The price of retirement for the
average American is. . poverty.”

THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL,SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

Manchester, N.H.

a specialized agency o f the United Nations dedicated to peace

and

THE STUDENT AID SOCIETY

FOR VETERANS
“How would you feel to spend a year
in a no-win war, and come home to a
no-job peace?”
Nashua, N.H.

a non-profit non-political organization dedicated
to helping students to help themselves

offer

$ 6 value

STUDY ABROAD
New 19th Edition
Each copy Is trilingual
In English, French and
Spanish

Paris, France, 1972
644 Pages

The most complete scholarship directory in the world lists more
than 234,000 scholarships, fellowships, loans and grants In more
th a n '129 countries or territories! Tells who is eligible, fields of
study, financial assistance, HOW, W HEN A N D W HERE TO
APPLY! Reflects the latest scholarship approach costed by
financial need!

$1.50 value

V A C A T IO N S T U D Y A B R O A D
■ Each copy is trilingual In English, French and Spanish
More and more Americans are flocking overseas for summer
vacations, and an increasing proportion Vs young Americans! With
the price war now raging on overseas airfares, record-breaking
numbers of young Americans will surge across Europe this
summer! V A C A T IO N S T U D Y A B R O A D tells how qualified
people will go free! Provides Information on short courses,
seminars, summer schools, scholarships and travel grants available
each year to students, teachers and other young people and adults
planning to undertake study or training abroad during their
vacations. These data were provided by some 500 organizations In
54 countries!

$ 5 value

S T U D E N T A ID SO C IETY membership dues. Services offered:

■ Scholarship Information service.
Answers questions concerning scholarships worldwide!
■ Travel service.
Plans interesting tours to exotic lands!
■ Reference Service.
all
Drafts term papers, essays, book reports, theses, etc.
frequently using primary sources available only in the
for
Library of Congress! We do not actually write the finished
only $ 6
assignment since that would deprive the student of valuable
educational experience and defeat the very purpose for
writing for oneself in the first place. We will provide
"Your reference service
background information and bibliographies which rank
saved me much valuable
with such tools as the College Outline Series and encyclo
time which ! put in on
paedia reference services available only with expensive ^ets.
other subjects. Result: 5
Lim it of one draft at small additional charge, per semester
As and 1 B. "
per student in good standing. We cannot answer any
CN, Ann Arbor, Mich
question which we feel requires the advice of a doctor,
lawyer, architect, engineer, or other licensed practitioner,
"The Vantage Point" is a
nor can we advise concerning your financial investments.
book put together by 5
Neither can we undertake market research or surveys or
ghost writers and edited
provide home study courses.
by LBJ. Your reference
service is almost like my
own persona! ghost writer.
LC, Gainesville, Fla.
"The 3 reference books
of which every student
needs personal copies
are Study Abroad, a
good dictionary and
thesaurus. I gat a $10,000
4-year scholarship from
Study Abroad."
AR, Berkeley, Calif.

Student Aid Society, PO Box 39042
Friendship Station, Washington, D.C. 20016
Gentlemen: I enclose $6 for S tudy Abroad,
Vacation Study A broad and annual dues.
N am e

________________________ ______________

Address__________________________________
City, State_____

Zip.

FOR WAGE EARNERS
“Americans want a pay check. . .not
a welfare check.”
“There is no acceptable rate of
unemployment.”
Berlin, N.H.
“Americans want guaranteed jobs,
not guaranteed incomes.”

Manchester. N.H.

FOR TAX PAYERS
“The average family is getting taxed
to death, while the very rich are
getting away with paying too little.”
Concord, N.H.

have won every political race I ever
entered. The reason is that I have built
my career on a people-to-people effort
to keep in line with the real needs of people.”

Your kind of man. -. .your kind of approach
to real needs, real problems?

Call or come in and help.

Hartke for President Headquarters
1705 Elm St., Manchester, N.H. 668-2050
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AG R

carries

in torch and
w eekend

N O W AVAILABLE!

CONTINENTAL

TYROLEANS

The most talked about footwear for hiking,

(3jeatBay C&me/n-.,

camping, mountaineering or campus wear!

Jenkins Court Durham
The brothers of Alpha Gamma
Rho Fraternity noticeably limped
into Durham last evening with the
torch which offically opend this
year’s Winter Carnival, They
proceeded to the parking lot next
to McConnell Hall, where the Out
ing Club was organizing the
Parade. The ROTC Honor Guard
could not participate as planned,
since they forgot their colors to
lead the Parade.
After a few false starts, the
Parade began with the Laconia
High School Marching Band lead
ing the procession. Thetorchfollowed it, along with the Sports
Car Club, and a sandwich! board
advertising the concert by **Seatrain” and ‘ ‘Clean Living” on
Sunday, Also in the parade was
a float by the Service Department
featuring an old-fashioned car
and bicycle with the theme from
the motion picture, “ Great
R ace.” The Ambulance Corps
was the final participant in the
parade.
The Parade proceeded down
Main Street to the Field House,
where Earle L , Charette, ticket
ticket manager of Auxiliary En
terprises, holding the torch,
led the torch runners onto the
basketball court before the game
with UMass.
The torch was presented to
Fred Hall, Chairman of the
Board of Trustees, on behalf of
President Bonner. Mark East
man, president of AGR, presented
the torch.

For the FASTEST ond BEST
Dry Cleaning and
Fully leather lined and padded

Elasticized top binding

Vibram lug sole ahd heel

Shirt Laundry in Durham

WHY PAY MORE?

8 - 5 : 3 0 Mon-Fri

RED'S

9 -5

Sat

868-2488

SHOE BARN

Photography Classes
Open: Weekdays 9 :3 0 to 9

35 BROADWAY DOVER

Saturday 9 to 9

beginning & intermediate

WAGON WERKE
y.W. Parts & S ervice

4 weeknight

HOPING TO SOLVE YO U R FOREIGN CAR PROBLEMS

sessions

c a ll 4 3 6 - 9 5 4 8

$15. lab fee

All our Repair Work
Is Guaranteed 100%

Sign up & information
in MUB lobby
ROUTE 16

N E W IN G T O N

Tuesday Feb. 29 12- 3 pm
Sponsored by MUSO

OPEN 24 HOURS
436-9548

49th WINTER CARNIVAL
FRIDAY FEB. 25
^
7:00 PM
Hockey - UNH vs. Colgate
SATURDAY FEB. 26
_9:00 AM
Snow sculptures will be judged on theme,
originality, and craftsmanship. Three categories:
men’s residence, women’s residence, and co-ed residence.
10 :0 0 AM
Cross country ski race. Anyone may enterjust meet at the Field House.
11:00 AM
Synchronized Swim Demonstration at Swazey
Pool. Sponsored by the Synchronized Swim Club.
Car Rally: “Winter Wonder Where I Am”
Registration at the New Hampshire Hall Parking Lot.
It is a race against time and accuracy on a mapped
course.
12:00 NOON “Winter Wonder Where I Am” begins.
1:00 PM
Slalom Race at Beech Hill. Anybody may enterit’s not the Olympics! Just show up at Beech Hill.
2:00 PM
“Anything Groes on Show” Race on MUB hill. Be
the most imaginative person (or group) to get down
the hill on anything but a sled. Previous winners
have used car hoods and refrigerator doors.
4:30 PM
Inter class Hockey Finals
8:00 PM
Square Dance at the St. Thomas More Youth
Center. With ajive caller and musicians. I t ’s FREE.

SEATRAIN & CLEANLIVING SUNDAY 2PM
TICKET SALES- $3.00 IN ADVANCE $4.00 AT THE DOOR
4:00 PM Presentation of trophies and prizes, (at the Concert)

Any Questions?? Contact the Outing Club, Rm. 135, MUB 862-2145
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Northland hockey sticks
25 % off
Men’ s and Ladies ’
Landlubber denim Jeans
sizes 28-36 waist
$6.99

H A R D W A R E HO US E
Jenkins

(>ourt

Maplewwood & Central
Missing from the Whittemore School of Business and Economics Student Reading
Room in McConnell Hall - three (3) hard Plastic Bubble Cbairs (two Creen - one
light brown).

Since these chairs cannot be replaced, private donors have contributed

Portsmouth

Houra 10 AM to 10 PM Mon.-FrI.
10 AM to 6 PM Sat.
1 PM to 0 PM Sunday

$ 1 0 0 for their return or information which will lead to their return.
Please call 862- 1 9 8 2 , Office of the Dean,
Whittemore School of Business and Economics.

Hartke

$ 2 0 0 Reword
le ading to the arrest and conviction

MEANS
BUSINESS........

o f persons responsible

for vandalism in Durham.
concerned Durham citizen

FOR THE AVERAGE WAGE
EARNER AND TAX PAYER
Hartke authored Foreign Trade
(“Save our Jobs”) Bill 1971
Hartke sponsored $Q00 personal
exemption act 1971
Hartke student loan act 1971
Hartke introduced 7% tax credit
measure

Leisure Recreation Schedule—Field House Facilities
F E B R U A R Y 6 through A PRIL 15

Pool
Mon.

Indoor Track

Handball-Squash

8 :0 0 p.m.-1 1 :0 0 p.m.

2 :0 0 p .m .- ll:0 0 p.m.

Wed.

8 :0 0 p.m.-1 1 :0 0 p.m.

9 :0 0 a.m .-12:00 p.m.
1 :0 0 p.m.-1 1 :0 0 p.m.
2 :0 0 p .m .- ll:0 0 p.m.

Thurs.

8 :0 0 p.m.-1 1 :0 0 p.m.

9 :0 0 a .m .M 2 :0 0 p.m.

7 :0 0 p.m.-1 1 :0 0 p.m.

2 :0 0 p .m .- ll:0 0 p.m.

1 1 :0 0
6 :0 0
1 1 :0 0
,6 :0 0
1 1 :0 0
6 :0 0
1 1 :0 0
6 :0 0
1 1 :0 0

1 0 :0 0 a.m .-1 0 :0 0 p.m.

6 :0 0 p.m .-1 1 :0 0 p.m.
1 0 :0 0 p.m.-1 0 :0 0 p.m.

2 :0 0 p .m .-10:00 p.m.

2 :0 0 p.m.-1 0 :0 0 p.m.

Tucs.

Fri.
Sat.
Sund.

1 0 :0 0 a.m.-1 2 :0 0 p.m.
2 :0 0 p.m.-1 0 :0 0 p.m.
2 :0 0 p.m .-10:00 p.m.

Weight Room

Gym

a.m .-3:00 p.m.
p.m .-l 1 :0 0 p.m.
a.m.-3 :0 0 p.m.
p.m.-1 1 :0 0 p.m.
a.m .-3 :0 0 p.m.
p.m.-1 1 :0 0 p.raii
a.m.-3 :0 0 p.m.
p .m .-ill:0 0 p.m.
a.m .-3:00 p.m.

Gymnastics Area

FOR VETERANS
Hartke authored Veterans Medical
Care Act 1971
Hartke fought for increase in unemploy
ment aid to veterans from $4.5
million to over $25 million
Hartke introduced over 20 bills this
session to improve veteran medical
care, provide benefits to prisoners
of war, and increase educational
benefits provided in the Gl Bill
FOR CITIZEN PROTECTION

Mon.

6 :0 0 p.m.-9 :0 0 p.m.

9 :0 0 a.m.-2 :0 0 p.m.

7 :0 0 p.m.-1 0 :0 0 p.m.

Tues.

6 :0 0 p.m.-9 :0 0 p.m.

1 2 :3 0 p.m .-3 :3 0 p.m.

7 :0 0 p.m .-1 0 :0 0 p.m.

Wed.

6 :0 0 p.m.-9 :0 0 p.m.

9 :0 0 a.m.-2 :0 0 p.m.

7 :0 0 p .m .-10:00 p.m.

Thurs.

6 :0 0 p .m .-9:00 p.m.

1 2 :3 0 p.m.-3 :3 0 p.m.

7 :0 0 p .m .-10:00 p.m.

Fri.

6 :0 0 p.m.-9 :0 0 p.m.

9 :0 0 a.m.-2 :0 0 p.m.

7 :0 0 p.m.-lO'.OO p.m.

Sat.

1 0 :0 0 a.mT4:00 p.m.

1 0 :0 0 a.m .-10:00 p.m.

1 0 :0 0 a.m.-4 :0 0 p.m.

Sun.

2 :0 0 p .m .-5:00 p.m.

2 :0 0 p.m.-1 0 :0 0 p.m.

2 :0 0 p.m.-5 :0 0 p.m
7 :0 0 p .m .-10:00p .m .

Facilities may be closed during scheduled Intercollegiate Athletics,
Physical Education Classes, and Intramurals.

To *'eserve Handball—S 4 uash Courts Monday-Friday,
call the Field house Equipment Room , 8 6 2 -1 8 5 0

FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
Hartke introduced Old Americans’
Rights act 1971
Hartke sponsored 15% across the
board Social Security increase 1969
Hartke Social Security amendments 1970
Hartke plan to include drug costs
under Medicare
^
Hartke sponsored 10% Social Security
benefit increase 1971

Hartke Drug Education Act 1970
Hartke motor vehicle & traffic act 1966
Hartke air control &Traffic act 1970
Hartke crime compensation victims
act 1971

Your kind of man. . ,.your kind of
approach to real needs, real problems?
Call or come in and help.

Hartke for President Headquarters
1705 Elm St., Manchester, N.H. 668-2050
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N e w w o m en
commission
created
President Bonner created the
President’s Commission on the
Status of Women at UNH on
Monday
The Commission, which will
cooperate with Governor Peter
son’s State Commission on the
Status of Women^ plans to ex
plore the discrimination of wo
men at UNH.
According to a memorandum
from the President’s office, the
Commission will collect in
formation about women at UNH
and make suggestions to abolish
unfair hiring procedures.
The Commission will provide
resources ' to faculty members
concerned about the impact of
their teaching on female students,
read the President’s memoran
dum, The Commission will also
push for new courses concerning
women.
Virginia Griewank, staff mem
ber of the Student Affairs Of
fice, aims for the creation of
regular courses at UNH on wo
men’s history, psychology, and
economic status.
Carlene H arris, assistant to
the ombudsman, sa id ,‘ ‘The Com
mission will work as a lobbying
force for women’s rights.”
“ The Commissicai,” continued
Ms. Harris, “will also work for
better communication among wo
men.”
The Commission plans an April 4. meeting^to evaluate the
work done by the group. The
Commission will hold weekly
meetings
on
Tuesdays
at
noon in the Memorial Union,
The Comm ission’s first meet
ing will convene at 12 noon Fe
bruary 29 in the Hillsboro Room
of the Memorial Union,

H O U SIN G

FUNKY FLICKS

N O W

AV AILAB LE

IN D U R H A M

1. ABBOT & COSTELLO
2. ONE MILLION B.C.
3. THE INVISIBLE WOMEN

0 SINGLES

0 D OUIIES

t FURNISHED

0 KITCHENS

0 APARTMENTS

e PARKING

app/f tn parton ar

2 Shows Friday
7:15 & 10 PM
Rm4 SSC
Sponsored by Hartke for President Committee
i

CAMPUS REALTY
47 Main Street Durham, N.H.
868-2797

1200 Sedan

Cat runners
seventh
The University of Massachu
setts compiled its score last
Saturday as steadily as the snow
accumulated on the Maine land
scape to defeat the University o|
Connecticut, its closest competi
tor, in the Yankee Conference In
door Track and Field Champion
ships at Orono, 57-49. Maine
grabbed third, beating out Rhode
Island by half a point, 31 1/2
to
31. New Hampshire was
seventh and last with 9 3/5,
Though UConn won five of the
thirteen events, including both
relays,
the Redmen’s greater
depth clinched the meet.
On the 231 j^ard^gVeen T a r
tan track, the times were con
sistently fast. Two meet records
were set—the 1:11,2 six hundred
by Comeau of Holy Cross, and
UConn’s 3:19,3 relay.
The closest New Hampshire
came to taking a first place was
in the mile run, Ed Shorey took
the lead from the start. HeTost
it only in the last ten yards.
Thomas, one of two UMass run
ners who had been closing in on
the lead throughout the last quar
te r, overtook Shorey at the tape,
stopping the watch in 4:12.9, a
track record. Shorey ran a 4:13.2,
his best ever, and Barry of
Massachusetts was a close third
in 4:13.5.
Other point scorers for UNH
were freshman Art Vogle in the
1000, who took fourth with a
personal best of 2:15, A1 Brangman in the pole vault, third at
fourteen feet, and John Collins
who finished in the high jump’s
five-way tie for fourth place at
six feet.
All visiting teams spent an
extra night in the Orono area.
Route 95, the main avenue of
escape, was closed Saturday night
due to the snowstorm that blan•keted all of New En|iand.

All models on display
in our showrooms.

The 1200 Sedan is our least expen
sive Datsun. Still, it's chock-iull of
T.E.E. H.E.E. Funny as that may seem.
T.E.E. H.E.E. stand for Technical
Engineering Excellence. And Highly
Extravagant Extras.
Where's the T.E.E.? In the welded,
steel, single unit body. And in such
standard equipment as safety front disc
brakes, a high^cam engine (expect

about'3 0 miles to the gallon) and a
27-foot turning circle.
H.E:E. includes whitewalls, front
buckets and an all-vinyl interior for
beauty and longer wear.
Better test drive the 1200 at your
Datsun dealer, soon. He's the Small
Car Expert who'll prove to you T.E.E.
H.E.E. is no gag.
Drive a Datsun,,. then decide.

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

TY
DATSUN INC.
Routes 4 and 16

Spaulding Turnpike

O p p . Pease A .F .B ,

431-6 50 0

PORTSM OUTH, N . H.

431-6 5 0 0
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W hile youVe tightening
your b elt...
read this about the economy.
.. -I I

^V ' -

□ Reduction of property
taxes, plus tax reforms
to close loopholes that
benefit special-interest
groups.
□ Permanent limits on
price increases by
monopolistic industries.
□ Revised trade policies to
open greater foreign
outlets for American
goods.

Four years ago, Richard
Nixon came to New
Hampshire and told us he
could solve our economic
problems. He promised to
lower taxes, to curb infla
tion, and to maintain a high
level of employment.
Today, more than 6 million
Americans cannot find
work. Today, housewives
watch food prices go up
from week to week, while
their husbands’ wages
barely change from year to
year. And every day,
Nixon’s Price Commission
allows more and more ex
emptions to his so-called
anti-inflation program.
While we pay higher prices
at the stores, big business

does pretty much as it
pleases.
Senator George McGovern
is committed to stopping
this economic chaos and
inflationary spiral. He has
outlined workable proposals
to solve our nation’s domes
tic ills. And he has clearly
set down these proposals
for all to see.

If you are not satisfied with
the economic conditions of
the country; if you are not
satisfied with what your
dollar now buys at the
market; if you, as a New
Hampshire worker, are not
satisfied with one of the
lowest wage levels in Amer
ica, and if you are con
vinced that creating unem
ployment is no way to curb
inflation . . . give Senator
George McGovern your
support in the Democratic
Presidential Primary.

□ A guaranteed job for
every man and woman
who wants to work.
□ A smooth transition of
our labor force from
military to domestic
production.
Q Low-cost credit to
home-buyers, small
businessmen, and
farmers.

Vote Gieorge McGouern Mar.Tth
Signed: Sen. W m. M c C a rth y , M cG overn for President, 111 Washington St., Dover

74 2-7750
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Need a Friend?

SKI

TERM PAPERS!

CAMPING

Coll Cool-Aid
868-5600
or
2-2293

“We have them — all subfccts”
Send $ 1 .0 0 for your descriptive
catalog o f 1 ,2 0 0 quality term
papers
TERM PA PER A RSEN A L
5 1 9 Glenrock Ave. Suite 2 0 3
West L .A ., California 9 0 0 2 4
(2 1 3 ) 4 7 7 -8 4 7 4

one shop Durham needed
next to the Pizza Den

G REECE
5th Annual Summer Study
June 25 - August 5, 1 9 7 2 (6 weeks)
STU D Y: Greek Archaeology, Civilization,
Language, Folk dancing. Visit over 20
Sites of interest. Enjoy a 7-day cruise aboard the yacht HESPEROS (optional).
College credit-graduate or undergraduate.
F o r information write:
Harry D. Stratigos, Director Box 9 0 6 , Greensburg, Pa.

ALL AMERICAN
SHOWING IN N.H.
SPRINT RUNABOUT
3 DOOR
SPRINT DECOR fKG.
SPECIAL TUTONE EXTERIOR
USA SHIELD EMRLJEM
LOWER BODY T A IN T A N D STRIPE
SPECIAL TUTC ^E HOOD

P IN T O
ALL FOR...

COLOR-KEYED BACK PANEL
BLACK OUT GRILLE
T R IM RINGS/HUB CAPS
DUAL RACING MIRRORS
SPECIAL C L O T H /V IN Y L T R IM
M ICH ELIN 175R W /S /W TIRES
DELUXE STEERING WHEEL
2000 CC 2V 4 C Y L ,
FRONT DISC BRAKES

YOU AAUST SEE IT NOW!

ONLY SHOWING IN
GRAN TORINO
by
AUTO CAR

for President
“ In years past, the American pur
pose was clearly defined. We wanted
peace and plenty for all our people,
with a helping hand for all men. One
tragic decade, of unjust war and
political murder and wrong counsel
has warped that sense of dedication.
As a nation, we have become bitter
and confused. We are under attack,
not from without, but from within.
The ancient. Impersonal foes of the
human spirit have locked the way to
our national goals. Others will waste
time laying blame. I want to see us
apply ourselves instead to reaffirm
ing the national purpose and rescu
ing the future.* I have an Inevitable
faith. We can and must, all of us to
gether, live free. We can do it. . .to
gether.”
Hartke for President Headquarters
1705 Elm St., Manchester, N.H.
668-2050

GRAN TOIRINO 2 DR. HARDTOP

ALL FOR • • •

FORMAL ROOF
SPECIAL LANDAU ROOF W /S 9ARS
SPECIAL THUNDERBIRD P A IN T
PLEATED V IN Y L SEAT T R IM
A UTO M ATIC TRANS.
F7l8xl4 W /S / W TIRES
POWER STEERING
BODY SIDE MLDC W /V IN Y L INSERT
SPECIAL WHEEL COVERS

NOT STRIPPED MODEL - NO GIJMMICKS

OVER 200 CARS & TRUCKS
AUTOMOBILE SHOW CASE OF THE
ENTIRE SEACOAST

USED CARS TOO!
ASK OUR CU STO M ERS-"BRAD Y MEANS BUSINESS"

436-)3«)

BRADY FORD
SPAULDING TURNPIKE

P0RTSM0UT1I , R .H .
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COASTAL
HEALTH
FOODS

U ti-C lia 'C IN E M A S

Children
.00 at all shows

Oo^er'Somersworth Line'142-13n

Phone 749-0300
Tues Thru Sat 10 A.M. -6:00 P.M.
Friday Nights Till 0:00 P.M.
78A 6th St. Dover, N.K,
Health Books
Pure Cosmetics
Organic Foods
Natural Vitamins
Thi NMtMJul LJfi

-

Matinee’s Wed. thru Sun.
at 2 :0 0 and 4 :0 0
Eves at 7 :3 0 only
Sun.
Mat.

2:00

H e’s Trapped between the crooked cop
and the impossible deadline

L it'f L in !

Mon. & Tucs. Nitc All Scats $ 1.00
Students $ 1 .0 0 at all times with membership cards

GREAT BAY MOTOR CO., MC.
Reuta 108 in Nawmarknt
CHEVROLET

6S9.321S
Acres of free parking

Giant Screen

r

5 1 9 7 1 Brand New Chevrolets left
All with 8 cylinders and other options
Autom atic transmission and power steering

If you are pregnant and need help. . .
call us collect

Impala 4 door sports sedan
Montecarlo sport coupe
Townsman station wagon

7 days

Chevelle Malibu 4 door sports sedan
Biscayne 4 door

24 hours

for free information

concerning your pregnancy

1 1 9 7 1 demonstrator with loW mileage

215 877 7700

Impala 4 door sports sedan with factory
air conditioning 8 cyl. autom atic power
steering-power brakes

womens free choice

a non profit organization

V r> U \ \ \
- r

ONCE, A KNISHT PREPARETH
TO WASTE A PRAGON.

m

"" t

WHEN HIS HANP WAS STAYEP
BY AN O FFER IN G ...

THAT PROMISETH GREAT
RICHES A N P THE ACCLAIAAE
OF A L L . . .

.'..EIGHT k in g s , s i r e ,
ONE KING TO HOLP
THE LIGHTBULB ANP
SEVEN TO TURN
THE L A P P E R ...'

c l'

ENTRANCEP BECAME THE KNIGHT,
ANP HE PURCHASETH THE KIT
FOR THE TWO S IX - PACKS OF
SCHAEFER BEERE HE C ARR IEP...

s

\^ e > o
ANP HE WORKETH ON HIS
ACT FOR M A N Y H O U R S ..

BEFORE GOING OFF TO
A M U S E THE KING WITH
HIS FIRST J E S T ..;

WHICHE ALSO WAS HIS LAST...

S c h a e fe r B re w erie s, New York a n d A lb a n y , N.Y., B a ltim o r e , Md., L e h ig h Valle y, Pa

A y

X- r, 4'

--

-Vr-- A-r« f

■/ i

»
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RKINS3BTB.’ S
WOMENS WEAR
February Clearance sale
everything must go

hours:
Sunday 12*5
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Saturday 10*6

A

\>

Thurs-Fri 10-9

\

1

V.

\

i

-

made to
sell for
globe
globe
globe
globe

ski suits
warm-up pants
wind shirts
parka’ s

44

44

'
corduroy Slacks

.

n

4«

^

4i

polyester double knit stacks
cotton jeans
i 4

_

48.00
45.00
38.00
25.00
26.00
17.00
14.00
12.00
10.00
20.00
16.00
8.00
16.00
14.00

wool slacks
44

our price

70.00
27.00
10.00

44

44

velour tops & bottoms
skirts

\\

■

29.00
11.00
7.00
19.00
18.00
15.00
11.00
11.00
7.00
6 00
3.00
3.00
9.00
5.00
3 99
6 00
5.00

ALSO
blouses

- s w e a te rs

dresses > skirt suits

shirts - jerseys - b lazers
less th an w h o le s a le
e v e ry d a y is

sale d a y at

P e rk in s L td .
Bank Americard - Master Charge
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bulletin board
STUDENT DARKROOM
Sign up for photography classes
sponsored by M U S O will be con
ducted Tuesday, Feb. 2 9 fro m 12
to 3 p.m. in the Mem orial Union
lobby.
The lab fee is $ 1 5 , w ith
p hoto paper included.
Questions
and in fo rm a tio n will also be avail
able at this time.

B U L L E T IN

BOARD

Deadlines for the submission of
items for Bulletin Board are 3 p.m .
Sunday for the Tuesday issue and
3 p.m. Wednesday for the F rid ay
issue.
Due to space limitations,
items cannot be run more than tw o
weeks before the event.
A D V E R T IS IN G D E A D L IN E S

S E N IO R K E Y
T here will be a meeting of Sen
ior Key, Sunday, Feb. 27 at 7 p.m.
in the R ockingham room of the U n 
ion.

Advertising deadlines fo r T H E
N E W H A M P S H I R E are 1 p.m . Sun
day fo r the Tuesday issue and 1 p.m.
Wednesday fo r the F rid ay issue.

S TU D EN TS FOR A PARK .
Students, fac u lty and staff who
w a n t the East-West hall land area
developed as a park and not a

Ernest'Gruening, fo rm e r Senator
fr o m Alaska, will speak in the
S tra ffo rd room on Tuesday, Feb.
2 9 at 1 p.m. Senator Gruening is
one o f only tw o Senators w h o voted
against the T o n k in G u lf Resolution
in 1 9 6 4 .

parking lot are urged to attend a
meeting Wednesday, March 1, at
1 2 : 3 0 in the Hillsboro-Sullivan ro
om of the U nion.
This is the
last chance to organize our efforts
before the meeting w ith the ad
ministration later this m o n th .
JOB B A N K
JobBanlT
needs students and
jobs.
D rop by the S tu de n t A c t 
ivities room downstairs in the Un
ion, M o n d a y thru F rid a y , fr o m
10 to noon and 1 to 3 p.m.
W IN T E R C A R N IV A L SKI RACES
Registration for the X -c o u n try
race will be conducted at 9 : 3 0
a.m ., S aturday, F ebruary 26 , in
back of the Field House.
Also,
slalom transportatio n
leaves
at
1 2 : 1 5 p.m . fro m the Union to
Beech Hill, M a d b u ry .
A ll skiers
are w elcom e, even if th ey have
never raced before#

*

•

G R A N IT E
Deadline for submission of Sen
ior pictures is March 15.
Sen
ior pictures do not have to be
fo rm a l—any candid w ith in reason
will be accepted. Also any candid
shots of campus, a rt w o rk or copy
will be greatly appreciated if you
feel th a t it could be used in the
ye a rb o ok .
Drop o ff either at the
G ranite office or at the reception
desk of the Union.
S T U D E N T T V S T A T IO N
T here will be a meeting of those
students interested in organizing a
student T. V . station, Wednesday
March 1 in the Belknap room . U n 
ion fr o m 7 to. 9 p.m .
Anyone
know ing the whereabouts of any
video e q uip m e n t on campus, what
can be used or cost involved, please
call 8 6 2 -2 7 2 2 .
P A R L IA M E N T A R Y D k B A T E

E R N E S T GRUEISMNG

K E Y R IN G F O U N D
outside th e F ield House
w ith a n um ber o f keys
O w n er must id e n tify at
H a ll, or call C ath y, 2 1 6 1 3 .

B R ID G E C L U B
T h e D up licate Bridge C lub meets
every S unday at 7 p .m . In th e CoosCheshire ro o m o f th e U n io n . Those
not fa m ilia r w ith d u p lic a te m ay com e
earlier fo r in s tru c tio n .
Charge:
3S
cents per person.
S U M M E R O R IE N T A T IO N
A p p lic a tio n s rhay b e picked up
at th e p fia a o f S t u " t A f* j \ .
O ffic e St Schofield] House f o r ' su.:
m er o rie n ta tio n assistants.
Assist
ants w ill receive $ 2 0 0 and ro o rh and
b oard, and w ill be required to w o rk
June 18 th ru J u ly 2 2 .
D eadlin e
fo r a p plicatio n s is March 3.
CAR POOL TO BO STO N ^
F a c u lty m em ber seeks a car poof
fro m Boston area, M o n d a y , W ednes
day and F rid a y a .m . retu rn in g early
a fte rn o o n .
A rth u r K o m a r, Music
D e p ’t.
Leave w o rd at 2 2 4 0 5 or
22404.
E D W A R D B R O O K E W R IT E - IN
The campaign to w rite in E d 
w ard B rooke as vice-president is ir
need o f student volunteers to w o r^
at campaign headquarters in Corv
cord. If interested, please call 66ft7 4 3 6 or 2 -1 6 5 4 .

R e g is tra tio n 'fo r new voters will
be conducted t o m o r r o w and Wed,
'March 1 fr o m 7 : 3 0 to 9 p.m.
at the D urha m to w n hall. Those
wishing to register m^ust have lived
in D u rh a m for at least siX) months
and must present a birth certificate
passport, or draft card.
U N H C H R IS T IA N F E L L O W S H I P
Dr. Michaels will speak tonight
at 6 : 3 0 in the Hillsboro room of
the Union.

T R IV IA N E E D E D
The N E W H A M P S H IR E is lo o k 
ing fo r triv ial facts ab ou t U N H or
D u rh a m , ^ r iv ia must be im p o rta n t,
o f c o u r s ^ and concise. Send yo ur
trivia to th e T rivia E d ito r, T H E
N E W H A M P S H IR E , M em orial Unnio^ B uilding, D u rh am .

A new lite ra ry magazine needs
a business manager (p referab ly a
business m a jo r), e d ito ria l staff and
a co py e d ito r. It w ill consist d f a
new fo rm a t and th ere is the poss b ility o f use as independant study.
If interested call Carol A . T ro w 
bridge at 8 6 2 - 1 6 1 0 .

IMPORTANT NOTICE: There
will be a New England-wide
anti-war demonstration at
Pease Air Force Base on Sa
turday , March 4. If you wish
to work on the action or to
participate in it, come to a
short meeting Tuesday night,
7:30 p.m. in the Commuter
Lounge in the MUB.

TRIV IA L FA CT NO. 78
Holding a lighted match to
the end o f a ball point pen
which won’t write often helps.
However, don’t do this to B ic
pens.
The tip is plastic and
melts when heated.
Li •Jr •

Our thanks to this faith
ful reader for this reveal
ing trivia. Send your trivia
to THE NEW HAMP
SHIRE, room 151, Mem
orial Union Building.

F A N T A S T IC C A N D L E S :
Unique
shapes and color combinations, very
reasonable prices.
Come to see.
5 0 9 Christensen—2 - 3 1 8 9 .

LOST:
Red Laplander hat with
white, green, blue and yellow trim,
between Brooks and Devine on
Monday—reward.
Call Wendy Bis
hop at^862-333 3.

O R G A N : V o x Continental-original
w ood key type-Portable. List price
$ 6 5 0.0 0
Very good condition$ 17 5.0 0
Call John Harwood in
room C-14 at 868-7 8 8 3 .

K O TO A N D V IV IT A R : Japanese
koto
$ 15.0 0 and
Vivitar 8 mm
movie camera, tripod, lenses, nicod
batteries, film.
Like new. $ 2 3 9 .
reduced to $10 5 .
Call evenings,

19 66 V W F A S T B A C K : G ood con
dition, no rust, last tune up 2 / 6 / 7 2
snow tires plus extra set.
$650.
firm. N ewmarket 6 5 9- 5187 .

868-5006

FREN CH R E A D IN G CO U R SE : of
fered to grad students and seniors
for 6 to 10 weeks beginning Feb.
2 1 . Schedule to be arranged. Call
868-5006.

SIAM ESE KITTEN S for sale. Sealpoint Siamese kittens for sale. Heal
thy and need a home badly. Call
8 6 8 - 2 0 3 3 after 5: 00 p .m . Has had
shots and checked by vet.

FOR S A L E : Classic 196 7 Sunbeam
Tiger. Winter saler $ 2,0 0 0 , regular
price $ 2,3 0 0 . 4 speed transmission
10,0 0 0 miles on new 2 60 cu. in.
Ford V8 engine.
New top, paint
Polyglas tires, shocks. A well cared
for 14 0 m .p.h. sports ear whose
owner has a baby coming. Call 86 23780.

Welcome home Ric. Sorry it was
such a short trip. Love, m & 1.
DO Y O U W A N T A P A R K ? Come
to the meeting, Wednesday, March
1 , at 1 2 : 3 0 in the Hillsboro-Sullivan
room of the MUB.

NEW SKIS:
Lange-Dynamic V R 1 7 ’s— Only $70. 00 (were $ 1 8 5 . 0 0 >
New-still in boxes.
Last year’s
m odel GS. One size only-212 cm.
Limited number o f skis. N o guar
antee. Lange was overstocked-your
gain.
Call 8 6 3- 3352 after 6 : 0 0 .
FOUND:
Dec. 2 3 in MUB Staff
Parking lot - Schwinn “ Suburban
2 8 ” bike with odometer and bghts.
Metalbc brown color. Front mud
guard missing. Owner may recover
by caUing at Security Office with
proof o f ownership. Bike is locked
with combination lock-chain—con
tact George Teeban in the bottom
floor of the MUB.

Classified
ads
get results
862-1490

Ray f. MacDonald Agancy
Insurance, Real Estate

1 Madbury Rd.. Durham

868-5663

The Black Student Union o f UNH presents

“ FROM MONTGOMERY TO MEMPHIS”
a documentary film on the life o f

T here will be a public debate
between U R I and U N H , Feb. 27
at 7 : 3 0 p.m . in Richards A u d it o r 
ium, M u rk la nd Hall. T he resolution
is “ God should have roughed it on
the sixth d a y .” A udience participa
tion is encouraged for those who
care to release libidinous frustrat
ions.
STU D EN TS FOR MCCLOSKEY
A n y o n e interested in helping
Paul McCloskey become President,
please stop by the literature table
in the U nion lo bby, or call 7 4 2 - 8 4 7 0
or 8 6 2 - 2 3 7 6 (ask for Sharman)
N E T H E R L A N D S IN F O R M A T IO N
T h e D e p a rtm e n t of German and
Russian is sponsoring b r . Paul Citreon, of the Netherlands In fo r m a 
tion service, w h o will lecture on
“ University life in the Neth erlan d s”
in the L ib r a r y ’s F o ru m room,
March 1 fr o m 4 to 6 p.m .
Re
freshments will be served.
V O T E R R E G IS T R A T IO N

D O V ER ABC HOUSE
A re you interested in helping
high school students get a b e tte r e d ucation? Y o u can help by serving ar
a p a rt-tim e tu to r to students in the
A B C House in D over. Y o u can also
receive credit fo r y o u r e ffo rts . If
interested,
up an a p p licatio n in
the English D ept. O ffic e , H a m ilto n
Srnith H jll.

L IT E R A R Y M A G A Z IN E

JE S S IE D O E F L I K
“ W h o ’s A fra id of V irg in ia W o o lf”
w ill be presented in th e Jessie D oe
Lounge n ext F rid a y , Feb. 2 5 at 8
p .m .
" C a m e lo t w ill be shown the
fo llo w in g F rid a y . Residents-75
guests, $ 1 .0 0 .
Free potatc
fresh baked donuts.
F ound
a key ring
atta c h e d .
3 2 7 H etzel

C assifieds

Dr. Mart in Luther King,

■^^‘ 'Re ^ O nion
P ub
Featuring this week

$ 1 .0 0 Others

The Blue Sin”

W W W ftW S W W W W V W W V W V V V W W W W W V W W

the RESTAURANT
featuring
a super sandvyich
menu, and the best
complete meals.

Old
Flicks

Sunday, February 27, 1 9 7 2 —7 :0 0 p.m. SSC, Room 4
(Basement)
Donation: $ .7 5 Students

LOUNGE
'

Jr.

DANCING for the over 21 crowd,
beer on draft, bottled beer, and
your favorite cocktails.

Proceeds to go to Martin Luther Kine
Foundation in Atlanta, Georgia.

|A /W W V W S n rtftrtrtW V IV W V S A V V V W W V W V W V V W \rtV W V U V W

11 A.M. Monday through Sunaay

16 Third Street, Dover

749-0,424

(next to the Strand Theater)

Friday Feb. 25 at 6:30 & 9:05
2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY'
starring: Keir Dullea
Gary Lockwood
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THEATRE BY THE SEA
Ceres S t .
Portsm outh,
Retu rn Engagement

N.H,

"CHARLEY'S AUNT"
Performances;
T h u r s . & F r i . a t 8 : 3 0 p.m.
S a t . a t 5 : 0 0 and 9 : 0 0 p.m.
ADMISSION $ 3 . 5 0 a d u l t s ,
No s t u d e n t t i c k e t s S a t .

CHILDREN'S

$ 2 .5 0 st ude nts
a t 9 : 0 0 p.m.

SHOW

"The S u r p r is e T h e a t r e "
pres ents
"LET'S PLAY THEATRE GAMES"
Advance r e s e r v a t i o n s recommended
ADMISSION $ 1 . 5 0 A d u l t s , < il.00 C h il d r e n
For r e s e r v a t i o n s , c a l l A3 I - 666O

Saturday Feb. 26 at 6:30 & 8:50
WALT DISNEY’S
FANTASIA
with
STOKOWSKI

Sunday, Monday Feb. 27
at 6:30 & 8:40
THE BEGUILED
starring
Clint Eastwood

